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ABVE]RTigEMENT,

THE Letters which occupy the fol-

lowina: Sheets, have already received so

larjre a share of the PubUc attention and

approbation, that it can hardly be necessary

to assign a motive, or offer an apology,

for their re-publication in their present

form. It seems an acl of justice to the

Writer to rescue them from the common
fate of Newspaper lucubrations, which ex-

ist but for a day, and to put them into that

embodied shape, which should at once

place them connectedly before the Public

eye, thereby ensuring to them a more per-

manent character. But I was induced to

take this step from stronger motives than

those of compliment to the Writer of the

Letters, to whom, though personally un-

known to me, I must ever feel myself un-

der great obligations. I take it from the

ardent desire with which my bosom is in-

flamed
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flamed of serving, however humbly, a

Cause, in which my heart is deeply inte-

rested, and in which I consider the Na-

tional Honour as materially involved. The

chara6ter of their greatest Statesman, of the

Man, by the powers of whose mind, and

the providential intervention of whose po-

litical sagacity, their Country was saved

from the vortex of Revolution, and placed

bevond the reach of all misfortune, but

such as they themselves are accessory in

producing, can never be indifferent to the

People of Great Britain. (As it is with equal

strength and justice enforced by Fitz-Al-

eion) ; they have an interest in the preser-

vation of that Chara(5ler from the assaults

of Envy, Malignity, or Ingratitude ; and

this feeling must, I think, ensure, at least,

a candid reception, to the efforts of those

who stand forv\^ard in its defence.

The rage and rancour of Party, in their

utmost virulence, the illustrious Statesman

in question had successfully withstood for

nearly eighteen years. In the energies of

his own mind, and the approbation of his

own conscience, he found ample means to

repel and overwhelm them, and he retired

from
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from official situation with the deepest re-

gret, and warmest gratitude of the Nation j

even his enemies being forced to pay reluc-

tant homage to his talents and to his

virtue. His conduct as a private Senator,

and a Man, were such as to divide, with

the grateful impression of his public ser-

vices, the National Applause. His voice,

the organ of the purest Patriotism, and.

the most enlightened Wisdom, was never

heard witnin those Avails, where it had

been for so many years listened to with

convi61ion and delight, but for the public

good ; and the Nation continued to look

up with expe6lation and interest to that

mind, so qualified by Nature to govern,

even without the extraneous aids of Offi-

cial Authority or Political Power. Against

such a man it seemed almost impossible

that a hostile shaft should be pointed ; and

it surely must, to common observers, have

appeared wholly so, that it should be

prepared by those who had by him been

nourished into existence, and who ow^ed to

his fostering prote6lion, all that they could

claim of Public consideration or respe6t.

It is one, in my humble opinion, not of

the
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the lightest misfortunes of the present day^

that we should have to witness an instance

of private ingratitude and public profli-

gacy, almost unexampled in the worst

periods of our history. Against the im-

pression w^hich such an event is calculated

to produce, the magnanimity of Mr. Pitt

may sufliciently arm him ; and^ while he

views it only as an additional illustration

of the depravity of Human Nature, he

may dismiss the puny Aclors in this dis-*

gusting drama from his consideration with

indifference and contempt. Common minds,

however, find it more difficult to bridle the

feelings of indignation and to repress theif

resentment, if the Cursory Remarks of

the Near Observer (a hand peculiarly

fitted to open the sluices of calumny and

ingratitude) have gone unanswered by a

thousand pens, it cannot have been from

want of indignant feeling being kindled in

ten thousand bosoms. Amon^ those whose

ardent resentment may have prompted them

to snatch up the pen upon this occasion, I

think I may confidently assert," that Fitz- -

Albion will not be considered as the least

worthy of the cause which he espouses. It

is
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is not for me, however, to pronounce

his Panegyric. He has akeady been re-

warded with pubhc approbation, and I

flatter myself it will be found that the pre-

sent Edition of his Letters will entitle him

to a more enlarged share of general notice

and applause.

If it should be asked by any Friend of

the present Administration—(but it seems

hardly possible that such an interrogatory

should be put to any man)—if it should be

asked, why those who once supported Mr.

Addington as Minister, now so loudly

condemn him, I derive my answer from

the conduct of that Minister himself. Those

who knew him, never expefted brilliancy

of Political Character, but they gave him

ample credit for good sense, good inten-

tions, and integrity of heart. Nobody ex-

pe6ted from him a display of the higher

powers of the mind ; but the man who had

gained the appellation of the respe&able

Mr. Addington, as Speaker of the House

of Commons, it was supposed might re-

main in some measure, at least, respect-

able as a Minister. I am an humble unit

among the millions who, from conviction,

' are induced to change the epithet; and, I

profess
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profess myself one, who, from being a dis-

interested, however humble supporter of

Mr. Addington's Administration (and,

in his own opinion , at one time not a very

inconsiderable one), am forced to think

that every 'day of its duration, in this crisis

of difficulty, is a curse upon the land.

Reasons for such a change of opinion are

here quite unnecessary—they are to be

found in every a6t of his Government, and

are very ably urged in the Letters of Fitz-

Albion. But, however my opinion may

be changed, those of .vv^hom I am speaking

shall find, that my principles are the same.

Political feeling shall never impel me into

a breach of private confidence. Though I

may accumulate upon my head the most

unbounded share of obloquy from Minis-

terial Adherents, I will force them to re-

specc me— I shall be understood by certain

persons, and that is here my only aim.

—

Though no apology may be necessary for

the re-publication of Fitz-Albion's Let-

ters, 1 feel one to be due to the Public for

this allusion to a person so inconsiderable

as myself.

THE EDITOR,

London^ Nov. 25, 1803,
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LETTERS
OF

FIT Z-^JLJBIOJV.

LETfER I.

To the Right Hon. JViUiam Pitt, ^c. &c. &c.

SIR, August 31, 1803.

npHAT a Ministerial Manifesto should have
-*" been, at such a season as the present, issued

from the Treasury—that the petty and narrow

feelings of Party should have so far operated upon
men who have uniformly deprecated every species

of opposition, and who withal are entrusted with

the condudl of public affairs at this alarming

crisis, as to induce them to break in upon that

unanimity which has so providentially proved

our resource in the absence of talent and ability ;

is to be accounted for upon no acknowledged prin-

ciple of prudence, honour, decency, or common
policy. At any season, in a period of the most

B profound
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profound peace and national prosperity, such a

publication (official upon the face of it, even if

the Author were not known), must be considered

as gross and offensive ; but at this moment, vv^hat

palliation, what motive can be offered m extenu-

ation of the breach of private confidence ? the

open exposure of state transaftions ? the garbled

truths, and ungrounded falsehoods which defile

every page, and close almost every period of this

Paper ? The common feelings of Gentlemen

—

the high honour essential to the charader of men

who hold such responsible situations under the

Crown (as those from whose midnight, dark, and

secret orgies is sprung this daemon of discord), are

sullied and scandalized, and the Crown itself

assailed, by so unprecedented and undignified a

measure. Are the present Ministers, who have

been incessantly preaching up the necessity of

common feeling and a common cause—the union

of heart and hand—who have uniformly stigma-

tized those who opposed the slightest tittle of

their pubhc condud—are these the men to bla-

zon forth, under the sandion of an extra-oilicial

authority, a tissue of calumny, and falsehood, of

perversion and mis-statement ?—a catalogue of

charges wilfully and notoriously fabricated for the

basest of all purposes, against the most upright

charadcrs in the empire, to throw dust into the

eyes of the people, and impose upon the feelings

of the multitude ? Are they, Vv'eak as they are ac-

knowledged
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knowledged to be by their best friends and advo-'

cates, stiJl so weak as to suppose that such detest-

able policy will not fall back with redoubled weight

upon their own heads, and that the wound in-

fli(fted by the recoil of the weapon they have thus

barbed and envenomed, will not canker and turn

to corruption r Impossible ! and yet beholding

the confidence with which the gauntlet is thrown

down—the clapping of their wings in token of

self-approval and conscious prowess, and their

chanticieering note of vidory from their elevated

sanduary, one might be led to imagine that they

intended to strike a deadly panic through the

whole body politic. They tell us that wc must

not condemn them, even if we have serious cause

of impeachment ; and this, because " C',\;///;/;/7y

alone can preserve the E'lipire /"—an unanimity

which they have never, by any one measure,

tended to establish, and which, in the present

instance, they have taken the most unequivocal

mode ot infra-ding.—But to prove to us that we

have not even the v'lrtue of that conditional If^

their words are pledged for their own most up-

right and admirable condud, and they tell us,

that they arc ''faithful, able, vigorous, andfortu-

nate."—That they are the first, their treatment

of their early Patron and best friend is ample

proof.—The leading-strings to which, in spite of

themselves, they were obliged for a time to sub-

mit in the same quarter, is no bad illustration of.

B 2 their
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their second quality.—The third maybe construed

from their diplomatic correspondence with Bona-

parte, prior to their order to Lord Whitworth
to return home with a hop, step^ andjump! and as

the fourth is certainly as yet unaccompHshed, I

leave them to enjoy the prospedt of its fulfilment,

if the loss of Hanover, and the dreadful state of

Ireland, be considered as the basis of it j while,

for my own part, 1 shall think them entitled to

the epithet in its fullest extent, if, after all the

evils for which they will ultimately have to ren-

der account, they escape in safety, or are per-

mitted to retire to that obscurity which appears

to be congenial with their habits and pursuits.

The total absence of candour from the state-

ment of the few real fa6:s which i\\\% Party-Precis

Writer brings forward—the subtlety and contriv-

ance by which he endeavours to conceal the

deformity and weakness of those over whom he

would place his brazen ^gis—the decided un-

truths, the scurrilous attacks, and the truly un-

meaning and unintelligible self-panegyrics which

pervade this farrago, seem to bid defiance to a

regular analysis, and consequently to a regular

refutation. His inconsistent and contradidory

assertions, false data, and inconsequent conclu-

sions, will carry their own antidote along with

them. I shall merely seled some of the most

prominent features, and endeavour to strip off

the mask which has been assumed for the purpose

of
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of screening their deformity. 1 do not wish you.

Sir, to poise your ponderous lance, yet I would

have you lift your arm : this will be sufficient to

restore these infatuated people to their senses;

and I really consider it seriously incumbent on

you to undeceive them, and to convince them

that the inflated sense of their own importance,

which they have of late so openly displayed, has

no foundation, no basis, but in the forbearance

of those who disapprove their conducV, and watch

over to correfl it, in preference to agitating the

public mind in the hour of public difficulty, and

to the peculiar delicacy of the times, which leads

the Country to dispense with the talent and abi-

lity necessary to meet the crisis as it should have

been met, in order to display to the enemy an

unanimous sentiment of disgust and resentment

against his aggression and threats. That such

men as preside in the various departments of the

State at this period, should dare to place them-

selves in the gap over against the Son of Chat-
ham, and enter into a defiance against talents

and resources of mind which they know not even

to appreciate, is too ridiculous a caricature for

their best supporters to contemplate without a

smile, and too palpable an absurdity for their real

friends not to lament as the precursor of their

downfal. How are we to regard the conduct of

men who, for a time, courting popularity by

every artifice they can devise—coquet with one

party,
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party, affed candour towards another, and sub-

mit with becoming modesty to the suggestions of

all ; but who, at once, veering short round, plant

themselves in hostile array against every party, ex-

cept their new proselytes—abuse and call names

with all the volubility of Parisian demagogues,

and in a style so nearly aUied to the revolutionary

jargon of modern France, that one might almost,

be persuaded to think a spark, had elicited from

the Gallic conflagration, and that the Constituted

Authorities had sprung up from the middle ranks

of the people by acclamation.

J must, in limi'ne^ avow my abhorrence of these

middling politics^ middling measures, and middling

men. Can such middling Statesmen be really so

full fraught with self opinion, as to assume any

credit for the spirit and patriotism which have

displayed themselves among all ranks in the Coun-

try ? I do aver, that every measure, every speech

that has been uttered from the Treasury Bench,

has tended to discourage and mislead the people.

Truth was banished, and manly preparation de-

precated—the galleries were cleared when patriot

virtue was to be heard, and the Swinish Multi-

tude were to be regaled with half measures and

half truths—the Sophist, and not the Statesman,

was to feel the pulse and prescribe for the nervous

system of the people—one day Negotiation, the

next War—one week all Confidence, the next all

Despon-
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Despondency *. Was thisacondudl likely to pro-

duce an effect upon the minds of a great People ?

* On the 23d of June last, Ministers were most indignant

at the disheartening language of several Gentlemen who op-

posed their middling measures, and suggested the propriety ot

taking precautions lest the Enemy, having made good his

landing, should march to the Capital. " The Right Honour-

' able Gentleman (observed Mr. Addi.ngton, with a tone

*' and gesture truly magisterial), has stated as a passible ca.>e

** the Enemy's arrival in London, in spite of our fleets and

** our armies. If I wlihcd to plunge the Nation in dv^spair,

** I solemnly protest I could not do it more cfFcdually than"

' by making use of these precise words." In the month of

July, within twenty-eight days of this ebullition of confidence,

an official note appears to have been written by Lord Cath-

CART to the Marquis of Titchfield, in which Government

not only supposes the advance of the Enemy to the Capital a

possible case, but issues orders to fortify London ; for that, if

there were no precautions taken, apprehensions for its secu-

rity might be entertained. " I do solemnly protest (says

" Mr. Adding ton), that if I wished to plunge the Nation

" in despair, I could not do it more effed^ually than t)v

" making use of these precise words." The mind of the

Minister, no doubt, was open to conviction; and though he

would not have ventured to touch upon these talismanic words,

he felt no hesitation in publicly avowing his intention to aft

upon them. But even after making the avowal, and plung-

ing the Nation into despair, in the most efFeftual mode he

could devise, little has been done, although it is four months

since the Letter was written, unless it be, that if we can

decoy the Enemy into Essex, preparations are made to drown

as many as will venture into the traps we have laid for them.

" Consistency," said a great man once, *' is the States-

** man's sheet-anchor."

Did
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Did this new schooled Administration really cal-

culate upon the spirit which has manifested itself ?

and if they did, had they the presumption to de-

rive it from their own exertions*? Did they

suppose that the people of this Country were like

the inmates of a nursery, and were to be roused

or silenced as they cried Wolf or Bugaboo ?

No, sir, 1 cannot think so meanly of them. They

have once (some of them at least) sat in council

with you, and the very temporary contadt must,

have communicated a spark of self-knowledge by

comparison, sufficient to open their eyes to the

inadequacy of the means they have employed to

produce the great effe6l which we all enjoy at

this moment in the unanimous spirit of the

Country. I do verily believe, that more has been

done by the halfpenny ballad-singers, Grub-street

poets, and the bill-stickers of the metropolis, than

* Ministers virtually admit their inability to have given

birth to such a sensation in the public mind, when they de-

clare that the Legislature cannot create a public spirit ; and

charge those with profound ignorance, who think the Mini-

sters could have brought in the Bill (the Defence Bill) till

the People called for it (page 8i) ;—yet they are as willing,

(at least as their predecessors, who, we are told, would have

every thing their aCl and their measure), to attach to their

condudl ample credit for even obeying the commands, and

waiting the orders of others ; for they tell us (mirabile diSlu !

)

that they have carried the greatest measures of which there

is either record or tradition in the History of the Empire!

Pages 80, 8 1

.

by
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by the united efforts of the Treasury orators, and

their coalesced band of pensioned patriots. To
your statement, Sir, of the Country's predica-

ment, of her resources, of her deficiencies, of her

dangers, and the means she possessed of meeting

them—of the rancour, animosity, and power of

the Enemy who threatened her, and of the neces-

sity of lighting up the flame of public spirit to

resist and overcome that Enemy : to this appeal

to the senses as well as to the judgment of the

community, and to the feelings and nobler pas-

sions of the multitude, do 1 trace that spirit

which hath swelled every breast and nerved every

arm in defence of the Country—and of every

thing dear to man in civilized life. The People

did the rest—but even now that the great and

desired point is gained, these Gentlemen who seem

to think no measure of so great importance as the

security of their own seats, are cutting and lash-

ing in all diredions, and fighting even the shadow

ot Opposition, lest their course should be impeded,

whilst they are carelessly throwing away the ad-

vantage they had no share in obtaining, and re-

pelling even to disgust the manly offers of the

Volunteers who stand forward the defenders of

their Country's rights, which they cannot so con-

fidently trust to their Country's councils.

The public might still forbear—might still be

induced to acquiesce for a time in this unsys-

tematic series of imbecile and aguish condud ;

but when they hear the characcer of the man who

c has
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has more than once saved the Empire, so shame-

lessly traduced—a charadler upon which she looks

with jealous)'', as coupled with her own, she de-

mands the sacrifice of those, and the exposure of

their deformity, who have dared to cast a stain

upon unspotted honour and unsullied patriotism.

—That which your open and avowed enemies

have never dared, your friends whom you have

raised from the dust, and whom you have armed

with weapons now turned against your own breast,

have not hesitated to do. The former, however

they might differ as to their political application,

ever bestowed their unqualified admiration upon

your steady integrity, disinterestedness, and most

profound abilities. TJjcse have sought and

availed themselves of all you would bestow upon

them as a counsellor and a friend, and now would

hold you out to the world as a mere presumer

—

a vox et paterea nihil, whose declamation has

raised a name unsupported by any of the requi'

sites of a politician—who, now that the people

have experienced so auspicious a change in the Ad-

ministration, may talk to the winds ^ for the Pub-

lic, in plain English they tell you, pay no atten-

tion noiio to this mere gift of eloquence, when it is

opposed to judgment, knowledge, firmness, and

equanimity. Two parties only. Sir, have ever dis-

played virulence and rancour in their opposition

to you, and both have resorted to the same policy,

of endeavouring to sap the foundation of a cha-

racter, which their open attacks would only tend

to
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to strengthen. The Court cf St. Cloudy and the

Treasury Bench at St. Stephen's ! Both have their

particular points to carry—both are equally

anxious that you should be excluded for ever

from the councils of your Country—both look to

the inauspicious event of your return to power as

the signal of overthrow to theirs, and thus sym-

pathizing in the same end, they appear neither of

them to have been very scrupulous as to the

means of attaining it.

You are told under the sancflion and seal of

your successor in office, that you at one time

openly supported him ;—perhaps you would feel in-

clined to think he thanked you for it—No such

thing! You supported him, he tells you, o/ifw/y,

and perhaps officionsh. Fie on't j 'tis offensive !

The great name of Pitt must not, shall not be

aspersed by a mongrel Administration (even

though my untried arm should wield the adverse

shaft)—an Administration which, like a public

caravansera, is open to all principles, to all sedts,

and to all talents ; to renegado Tories, pen-

sioned Demagogues, and reformed Whigs.

1 have the honour to be, with admiration and

respedt for the first and most exalted talents that

ever graced human nature, and with the highest

gratitude for their regular and indefatigable appli-

cation to the interests of my Country,

Sir, yours,

FITZ-ALBION.
C 2 LET"
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LETTER II.

To the Right Hon. fVilliam Pitt, &c. &c. &c,

SIR, Sept. 6, 1803.

CONTEMPT may penetrate a feeling mind,

but chastisement will be more efFeduai with a

plodder.—Shame may reform a young sinner, and

generosity convert, where the seeds oferror are only

sown ; but with those whose apostacy is system,

and who by overt-ads have unblushingly con-

firmed the evil propensities of their nature, no

refinement in the mode of treating them will be

understood—no sentence can be efficient that

does not inflidt a penalty suited to the character

and proportioned to the extent of the crime.

—

Will men who have trampled the most sacred ties

under foot, who have dared to ransack the bureau

of the State to garble its secret deposits in order

to traduce high charader, because jealous of its

influence j who have had the depraved temerity

to trifle with diplomatic authority and the sacred-

ness of official confidence, to give weight to their

asperity against a patron and benefador—Will

such men. Sir, comprehend the workings of a

mind which shrinks from the rude attack made

uppn it, not from the eflfeds of fear, or appre-

hension,
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hension, but from the silent feeling of contempt ?

Will they be able to appreciate the sense which

disdains to repel the shafts of malignity, even

when direded against itself?—Rather, will not

they who have had the puerile vanity to miscon-

strue public silence into public approbation, profit

by the forbearance of scorn, and claim the ho-

nours of a triumph?—Let loose the reprobate

who steals your purse, and he imputes your mercy

to timidity. Ask. the pardoned traitor to what

he owes the extension of clemency, and he will

tell you, the fear of popular clamour!

To sit seriously down, to dispel calumny which

carries its own refutal in its tail, and to vindicate

character which has never been aspersed or black-

ened, but by those who draw upon their imagina-

tion, and colour from their own hearts, maj^ I

confess, on a superficial view of the subjecfl, ap-

pear an act of supererogation ; but to omit it

upon a full, fair, and dispassionate investigation,

would be an adl of ungracious negligence. 1 have

before had occasion to refer to the officiality of

this Ministerial Moniteur—from that, and that

alone, does it derive the smallest deo;ree of im-

portance. The public cannot yet be brought to

consider the Treasury of the State as the channel

of falsehood, nor the office of its functionaries as

the emporium of scandal and defamation. That
nothing might be wanting to render the Paper

eharaderistic, and the undoubted produdion of

the
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the Family Band, the compounder of this farra-

ginous mixtion has taken peculiar care to commit

himself in limine, before he has fairly entered upon

the subjed: of his Remarks, in the very Dedi-

cation to the seem'mg God of bis Idolatry. A pro-

fession of candour and impartiality, and an im-

plied ignorance of the Right Hon. Gentleman (an

apt plea, though not a very flattering one on such

an occasion) ushers in a pompous panegyric upon

virtues such ns every tomb-stone, in every coun-

try church, bearing record to posterity of depart-

ed worth, exhibits from the chisel of the mason,

and the fancy of the sexton, but which have no

more to do with a Prime Minister in his official

situation, than the enumeration of the women in

the Haram of the Grand Signor, with the opera-

tions of Paswan Oglow against the Porte. In

conclusion, he declares the impossibility of being

the friend of the Minister and his flatterer at the

same time. I am ready to concede this to him -,

but by one of those strange blunders which take

the cimrader rather of infatuation, he seems en-

tirely to have lost all idea that a reader may not

forget at the end of the book what he has read at

the beginning ; and 1 do maintain, that it would

be impossible to discover any one passage that re-

fleds in the slightest degree upon the charader or

condud of Mr. Addington, or rather, any one

page that does not overwhelm him with unquali-

fied adulation or implied eulogy, from the begin-

•ning
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ning to the end. On one point, indeed, he pre-

sumes to differ from his Right Honourable Em-
ployer, but this is merely to keep like an honest

man, his word which he pledged at starting ; and

literally he has kept it, though, like the penulti-

mate scene of a pantomime, which is darkened in

order to oivc double efFedV to the succeeding;

blaze of grandeur, he, after having very roundly

taken to task the Minister for his weakness

(avowedly the only one a Near Observer could dis-

cover in his charader) in having. Sir, retained

some small share of resped: for your opinions, at

once changes the scene, proves the weakness

amiable, and makes his very censure the medium

of approval. I notice this circumstance as a cri-

terion whereby to estimate the quantum of credit

due to profession and assertion which abound

in the little volume before us. His claim to fair

statement and ungarbled evidence, is at least as

admissible as his pretensions to candour and im-

partiality. There is little to notice or to select

from the crude heap of exaggerated accounts and

suppressed counterparts which occupy the early

pages of the Manifesto. The regret which the

People expressed upon the resignation of yourself,

Sir, arid your Colleagues, in 1801, is finely

worked up into a phrenzy of popular and general

indignation ! How far this Gentleman and the

Firmy can reconcile such an attack with their

resped due in the quarter where they must know

the
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the measure to have originated, I am not suffi-

ciently a Casuist to determine, but as far as plain

sailing matter of fa£l will bear me out, 1 have no

objedion to admit, that a spirit of disgust and

indignation did arise very shortly after that event

:

it was, however, the substitution of imbecility for

vigour, and the supplanting energy for the intro-

duction of a bastard policy, that excited the fears

and called forth this expression of the Country's

feelings. These have never wholly subsided,

though the murmur has been deep and low.

There were reasons which would have withheld

the open expression of popular contempt and dis-

approbation for some time longer, had not the

breach thus made by elated self-importance,

brought on a premature disclosure of principles

which make every honest Englishman glow with

indignation, whilst he trembles for the blow his

charadter has sustained, and the dangers to which

he is at present subjected.

The critical posture of public affairs at the pe-

riod of your retirement. Sir, fi'om office, upon

which this Editor appears to love to Jw^-// (though,

like a tenacious preserver of game, he warns

others off certain delicate points, which, in the

true spirit of manorial right, he most indelicately

reserves for his own sport), would, had it been

possible to introduce it in an antithetical point of

view, no doubt have proved highly advantageous

to the cause of the .present Ministers—could he

have
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have blazoned forth such a glorious contrast as

the late Minister efteded so short a time after be-

ing called to the helm in 17S2, it would have

been a master-stroke of policy to paint the situa-

tion of the Country upon the arrival of Mr. Ad-

DiNGTON at his post, in the most livid colours of

despair ; to persuade the peo{:>le that they were at

the lasj; gasp, and that nothing short of a total

change of system, and a Nezv Dscfor, could pos-

sibly have restored their shattered constitution.

But how, as the fact exadly stands, will he meet

the admission on our part, that the State was placed

in a predicament of some danger and greater diffi-

culty, nay, if we accede to his extreme statement,

and the exaggerated account which he has wrought

up his fancy to describe, are we so completely out

of the wood as to talk of difficulty, of danger,

of a crisis as charaderistics of other times. Do

Vv'e wear at this moment such an unruffled smiling

face of prosperity, as to form the highly-coloured,

rich and brilliant picture the Treasury Editor

would impose upon us ^ Has a succession of em-

pirical experiments rallied the sickened patient,

and has he been so restored by evacuations, as to

present to our imagination a rapturous contem-

plation of the present state of things, and to bid

all former praftitioners upon our Constitution

hide their diminished heads ? It would require

more than Consular effrontery to answer in the

affirmative. Instead of the regular praftice of the

© College,
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College, we are treated with the Charlatanerte of -i.

Quack—for the Pharmacopma Londinensis is sub-

stituted the wonder-working pill of Dr. Brodum*^

the panacea for all ills, and sovereign balm for

all diseases. We are, as it were, under a vil-

lage-dodress— an old woman, who, changing

her remedy with the hour, applies every thing

her shelf affords, without waiting the effedt

of any. From such a succession of diure-

tics, purgatives, sudorifics, alteratives, stimu-

lants, and narcotics, and their counterading in-

fluence, the fate of the patient may, without the

aid of second sight, be pretty fairly anticipated.

** Alack ! when once our grace we have forgot,

** Nothing goes right—we wou'd and we wou'd not."

I shall defer to my next, a consideration of the

Comparative View of the Country, and how you

left the Government, and its present state. In

the meantime, I have the Honour to be,

Sir, yours,

FITZ-ALBION.

* The Papers have just annoQnced to the PuBTic the re-

tirement of this Great Man from business with a splendid for-

tune.—Wou'd to heaven the hint might be of service to oif/><';-

Great Men cf the same irregular praftice.—The condition

attached to retirement would be acceded to without a mur-

mur by their Patients, should they hai/e been remiss on that

point themsel'ves.

LETTER
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LETTER III.

To the Right Hon. Henry Addington, &c. &c. &c.

SIR, Sept. 13, 1803.

YOU will, perhaps, be surprized at receiving

a Letter with my signature j but there arc many

and obvious reasons why I should, on the present

occasion, address myselt to you rather than to

your illustrious Predecessor in office. It is my
intention to consider the general bent and pur-

pose of the Libel which has been circulated by

your Clerks and Secretaries, with an adlivity that

would bespeak them more fitted for their employ-

ments, than a thorou2,h acquaintance with their

merits, will warrant us in admitting. 1 shall

endeavour to take a summary view of its leading

principles, and to ascertain how far the means

employed have advanced the proposed end ; whe-

ther, in weighing the merits ot the present and

late Administration, the preponderance appears

to be in the scale of the latter, or whether an

over-confidence on the part of the Editor has not

made him lose his balance, and, according to a

beautiful figure of his own, leave the sides of his

Employer naked in the conflict. I shall com-

mence operations by a contrast to that Gentle-

D 2 man's
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man*s view of public affairs, not drawn .by my-

self, but extraded from a Letter addressed to you,

Sir, as it is said, by a young Irish Nobleman :

—

" With regard to the general state of the Empire,

you came into power at a moment peculiarly caK

culated for your own fame, to encircle your own

brow with laurels, and to raise and uphold the

English Name and Nation; an alarming quarrel

in the North decided and adjusted with a high

and cavalier hand, in such a manner as would

have done honour to Britain in her proudest day.

But, Sir, it has been reserved for you, notwith-

standing the glory which the Nation acquired in

Egypt, a glory that might eclipse the far-famed

atchievemcnts of our Richards, our Henrys

and our Edwards—with an Exchequer not

exhausted^ the spirit of the Nation undaunted

and unsubdued—with an Army arrayed, disci-

plined, and experienced, such as we have never

had since the days of Marlborough—with a

Fleet bearding the Enemy in all their ports ;— it

was reserved for you, under these circumstances,

to seal your own infamy, by compromising not

the Honour only, not the Character only of the

Nation, but by endangering its safety, to a degree

that ^vill require the united exertions of all the

talents, and of all the physical force, combined,

to render it problem.atical, even then, whether it

shall survive !"

1 am of opinion, Sir, that the majority of the

People
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People of Great Britain will concur in this repre»

sentation of the state of the Country on the re-

tirement of the late Ministry, rather than in that

chaos of misery, juisfortune, and complicated

evil, v.hich your Champion has painted in all the

sombre tints of a distempered imagination. The
Writer from whom 1 have selctled the foregoing

observations, certainly appears to have no predi-"

ledion for Mr. Pitt ; on that account, 1 should

imagine his opinions, on this sul'jeCl at least, may

be considered as unbiassed, and will, I susped,

have the greater wciglit with you.

Now supposing, merely for the sake of argu-

ment, without an intention of separating men

from measures, it should please His Majesty to

accord to the anxious wishes of a loyal and at-

tached People, to accept ut this moment the

resignation of yourself and your colleagues, the

first parallel thai would present itself to the mind

of a man wishing to compare the two Admini-

strations, would very naturally be the opposed

state of the Country at the period of the dissolu-

tion of each. Let us then calculate how the ac-

count will stand on your side, contrasted even

with the dark and murky clouds of impending

ruin which hung over the horizon, and beyond

which the short-sighted Observer could not dis-

cern a ray of hope— a cloud, behind which, ne-

vertheless, though it seemed set for ever, the

Sun of Peace awaited your commands. The ex-

treme
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trcme of poetic fancy had as yet been content that

heroic gallantry should *' pluck bright Honour

from the. pale-faced moon ;" but you, Sir, from

this setting Sun have, in the opinion of your

Eulogist, new-lighted up the world fiom the orb

of da)', and rescued mankind from the fearful and

ruinous efTedts of our modern Phaeton, from

whose hands you timely snatched the reins.—

•

You, Sir, thought so great a good could not be

purchased at too high a price. When a man

goes to market with his pockets full, and his mind

made up, there can be little doubt of his carrying

his purchase. Sitisficd with your bargain, and

" confident of having deserved well" yourself,

you never took the pains to inquire how far the

other contracting party was fulfilling his en-

gagements, so occupied were you in discharging

your own : nay, so fearfully apprehensive were

you of favouring even an appearance of dissatis-

fadion or doubt, that you discharged the very

watchmen and removed the sentries, whom thQ

common principle of self-defence had usually

placed over the reserved articles. You may say,

perhaps, that what was left was not worth the

pains of keeping : you will not, however, admit

this, I hope, for your own sake. It is quite

enough to have tucked us up warm in bed,

buried our arms, and cried to us, " Sleep in

peace !" to have sung lullabies to us just when

you were about to rouse us—to drag us from

our
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our rest in the middle of the night ; and

when we would have you explain, to laugh at

us for a set of ninnies and drivellers (as we

most surely were) for believing what you told us*

Jn plain J^nglishj having disarmed the Country,

and left her in a state of nakedness, we are now

told officially, by the Editor of your Pamphlet,

that the Enemy, into whose hands we had re-

signed every thing, and at whose mercy you were

resolved to leave us, by the reduction of our de-

fensive force, was pursuing " a train of encroach-

ment even during the .Negotiation at Amiens.'*

The fact most assuredly is, that with our eyes

open to a decided and undissimulatcd system of

ambitious and offensive intrigue on the part of

France, we adcd as if we had not the smallest in-

centive to distrust. The Country supposed that

Ministers, with the advantage of better informa-

tion, knew what they were about. The justice of

this supposition will be better estimated by a refe-

rence to the official details of the Negotiation at

Paris, than by any arguments the bittcr-'st oppo-

nent of His Majesty's Servants could adduce. In

short, this bubble broke in little more than a

twelvemonth; and after having borne insult upon

insult—having passed by provocation after pro-

vocation—perceiving the continental aggressions

of Bonaparte without an attempt at remon-

strance—after having lost the opportunity of

making
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making a common cause against the man wbd

was aiming at universal sovereignty ; you, Sir,

contrived, by an art peculiar to the present con-

dud of affairs, so to time your rupture, though

unlimited in your choice oi the moment, as to

give to the quarrel the charader of injustice, to

make the cause appear, va the eyes ot Europe,,

the cause of Great Britain alone ; and the occa-

sion of the War a breach ol national faith. Sir,

I have conversed with some of the best-informed

men who have lately arrived from the different

Continental Courts, and 1 need not assure you,

for you have been told it, that for the first timc,-

sinc€ the burst of Revolutionary Politics, the

general sentiment is decidedly against this Coun-

try, and more particularly as to the principle and

circumstances of the present War. The Charac-

ter of the British is lowered—the Spirit of the

Nation, no longer the admiration of Foreigners,

who, interested as they, for the greater part, must

naturally be, have observed to vanish the broad

system of enlarged policy, and substituted in its

stead the petty politics of a German State.

It is now about six months since the far-famed

Message from the King was brought down to the

House, wherein a plea was inserted in the name of

the Sovereign, for the truth of which (whatever

might have been the self-deception at the time)

Ministers themselves will not, I rather am inclined

to
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to susped, nozv contend*.— During that short

period, your Administration, Sir, has lost the

Continental Possessions of His Majesty, which

might have been saved had not procrastination

been considered as an indispensable requisite in

every transadlion of the day—even the troops

might have been withdrawn, but the transports

were rather too late.— Ireland (through the inat-

tention and inability of a Government, which,

in spite of tlie grossest misconduct ever yet passed

over at head-quarters, still continues) is reduced

to a state which, if we afford it the epithet of

doubtful, we concede more than the remedies

that have hitherto been adopted, will warrant us

in doing.—Here the system of delay was carried

even to the conception of danger, and though the

* I would ask Ministers, whether they really did suppose

that the preparations going forward in the Ports of France

and Holland were of sufficient magnitude (in a period of pro-

found Peace, as described by themselves on the question of

the Prince of Wales's Establishment) to warrant their

framing a Message upon the subjcft ?—or whether they would

now insinuate, that events have justified the assertion, that

these were the aftuating motives of so hostile a measure ? To
one of two things they must plead guilty • they were either

led to believe that the preparations were upon a very superior

scale to that which proved afterwards to be the case, or they

fabricated a motive, and made the Sovereign the medium

of misleading the People, because the aftual cause could not

meet the face of day. They were either crin^inally ignorant,

pr viciously corrupt,

E Rebels
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Rebels were sharpening their pikes under the

ver)' walls of the Castle, it required deliberation

to determine whether or not Government should

feel an alarm.—Pending this deliberation, which

must necessarily employ some days, the Viceroy

went as usual to the Park— the Courtiers at the

Castle revelled m Irish claret, and tlie Officers

amused themselves at cricket. Unfortunately,

before the mind of Government could hj m.ade

up secundum ariem upon the point, a venerable

dnd ever to be lamented sacrifice was offered up

upon the altar of indecision and inability, and

Rebellion reared its head, and spread dismay

through the unguarded and unprepared Capital.

Jiappily for that Country and for England, the

councils of the Rebels were in a converse ratiq

with those of the State— they were as many hours

too soon as we were days too late—else woeful in-

deed had been the event, and with a lost Country,

Vve might at this rnoment have had to deplore the

butchery of those men to whom the disaster would

have been attributable, but for whom we should

have then wept, as we now do for those whose

shades hover round the Vice-regal Court, and re-

proach such as have hearts among them, with the

fate to which their miscondutft has devoted them.

The alternate cajolings and insults \o, the Volun-

teers, which have rendered them averse to the pubr

hc administration of affairs—the injury sustained by

our Commerce— the Ports of Europe shut against
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•i_i5-^the deficiency of our Revenue, In spite of the

gratuitous and unnecessary misrepresentation to

the House last DecemVjer—our exertions strained

to the utmost, and therefore the sooner hkely to

relax, with the hordes of Bonaparte's free-

booters at our very gates—with all these evils,

and damning proofs of misconducV, v.hat could

induce this puny whipster to step forward your

'Squire, to throw down this gage of defiance, and

to tempt the exposure of the real and dreadful

dilemma to which the Country is reduced by

your family councils and unsteady policy ?—Had

Mr. Pitt's Administration left the Country in a

state more wretched, more pitiable than that at-

tributed to it in your Manifesto, still would it

stand a proud comparison with the circumstances

to which you have reduced it. If our resources

were impaired, as he tells uSj are they, do you

wish us Lo believe, improved by your husbanding.^

If deserted by Allies, are we bettered by the loss

of Hanover, and the desertion of Portugal ? If

the power and territorial possessions of France

were, as your Defender describes, so vast, have

they not increased and grown, whilst you stood

trembling lest your terms for Peace should be

rejeifted ? In short, after having resigned into the

hands of tlie Enemy all the acquisitions of a long

and successful War—having torn out the nerves

and sinews of our power—after having sandioned

the aggression of France towards its neighbours,

E^2 and
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and compromised the Honour of the Country,

here we stand upon the edge oF our own cliffs

and shores, waiting with firmness and courage

—

birth-rights of which you cannot rob us—the

event of a contest which, if chance or fate should

turn against us, the Sun of Britain is set for ever,

and the politics of an Addtngton will have over-

thrown the venerated strudure of our liberties, our

rights, and independence.—Our Constitution will

be sacrificed to a narrow and selfish policy, un-

known as unresorted to by men born to govern,

and our existence as a Nation bartered away for a

few short months of feverish power, which you.

Sir, and your Colleagues have enjoyed at the

expence of the People. Our Navy, the first ser-

vice in the world, has been made instrumental to

its own degradation, by being dispatched upon

expeditions incorredly planned, and inadequately

equipped. Jn the Channel, our force consists of

vessels many of them unfit for service, and others

ill adapted to the service on which they most

probably will be employed. Every Naval Officer

is disgusted with the intemperate and injudicious

condud of the Admiralty Board, and it would

not be wonderful if the seeds of future mischief

were germinating in every Dock-yard throughout

the kingdom. Much is it to be lamented that

the Noble Earl at the head of the Board, had not

set about the business of reform, and opposed

himself to every species of peculation when be

was
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was ht the IFest Indies*—He then by experience

would have been able to calculate consequences,

and

* In his profession, there is no man for whom I entertain

a higher respeft than the Noble Earl to whom I allude ; but

political sagacit}^ is not, necessarily, a component part Of

naval tactics. When, therefore, I see the Board of Admi-

ralty converted into the Admiral's cabin, ;md the manners of

the Ward-room introduced into the first and most interesting

department of the Public Service—when I view the Veterans

of our Navy treated like cabin-boys, or midshipmen, and our

ablest Officers left unemployed—when I observe measures

adopted in haste, and pursued thrcugh obstinacy ; and behold

uncontroled and uncontrolable, the Head of the Department

own no authority but his will; and set at defiance every member

of the Council- Board, I most assuredly do not feel any incli.

nation to vary my opinion upon the non-necessary co-existence

of political talent and naval knowledge under the canopy of

one ^pericranium.—Whilst the fate of the Country is in the ba.

lancCj I hear of nothing but reform, and find men, who hava

faithfully discharged the duties of office for ten, twenty,'

fifty, and some even sixty years, turned adrift withoijt re-

ward or remuneration for past services ;—and when I per-

ceive this spirit of persecution issuif.g forth from a quarter,

where the fruits of forbearance and oblivion for past conduft

have been reaped and enjoyed, I cannot in my heart forgi\e

the persecutor, nor rightly comprehend where his lieart lies

I repeat, that his merits on ship-board are jnrivakd ; but

has his Lordship been always pvooi against temptation ? Does

he conceive that the tongues of the Inhabitants of Martinique,

Guadaloupe and St. Lucie are tied ? And does he already

forget the manner in which the valuable island of Guadaloupe

was lost, after we had taken po'ssession of It ? by what means,

and to whom the loss of it is attributable ? Did his Lordship

aft
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and the Country would have escaped the charge of

incrraritude t© her best friends, and the popular

Verdi(5t would not have been given against a

Government job.—Spain, whose money supplies

we might have cut off, affords a revenue to the

Enemy for his attack upon us j and Portugal, a

great objed to the commerce of this Country, in-

dependently of being a long and faithful Ally, is

deserted and abandoned. Here then. Sir, we are,

aft upon the information that was given him ? or, rather^ did

he not, from that spirit of pertinacity which has tinged every

measure of the present Admiraltj' Board, refuse belief to the

official account dispatched to him, of a French Squadron, with

Victor Hugues, being on its way from France ? Let him

who is immaculate throw the first stone ; but, let those who

have erred themselves, be nor, at least, among the foremost

to lash the errors of others. It is but justice to Ministers to

say, that they have done their utmost to dislodge the Noble

Earl ; but, although he did once or twice pledge himself to-

resign, (and his successor not only was named, but every form

of office had been gone through, except the aft of installation},

he retrafted, and, in sullen defiance, proceeded on his career.

Submission is the present creed of Ministers ; that is, v/here

they cannot succeed by menaces; and the tattered state of

Administration requires that there should at least appeai in

the public eye, a due co-operation throughout the several de-

partmcnts of Government. The Noble Viscount who was-

to have succeeded, was obliged to submit with a good grace

for the same purpose ; and for the self same good purpose is

the Editor of the Manifesto instrufted to iiand down to pos-

terity the viftorious name of St. VrNCENx, with e'verj cha-

rafter of public virtue and devotion,

at,
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at this moment, in a situation dissimilar in all its

bearings from that in which we were in February

1801 ; I will concede—not as your injudicious

Adulator would imply, but so deteriorated, that a

Briton is almoit ashamedj^ of himself. Setting

aside the losses and thj sacrifices we have been

made to undergo, we have sunk in the estimation

of the Nations around us. Our Faith was till

lately unimpeachable, and the quibbling of State

Attornies was acknovvledgcd in British Diplomacy,

England might sometimes tail

—

humanum est—but

she never dishonoured hersclt ! How are the

mighty fallen !—how is the scene revers'd !—The
work is yours, Sir. The progress to ruin is a rapid

descent, when once the ball is delivered—and

much, deeply do 1 fear, that it was delivered with

one hand, when you accepted the Seals trom your

Sovereign with the other.

I have the Honour to be, Sir, yours, Sec.

FITZ-ALBION.

LETTER
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LETTER IV.

To the Right Hon, William Pitt, &c. &c. o^c.

SIR, Sept. 19, 1803.

THE redoubted Manifesto of Ministers pre-

sents so many fronts, which, if not imposing in

their appearance, are yet calculated to divert at-

tention, that an opponent has for a long time left

undetermined where first to open his Jire. Little

entertainment and less profit can arise from an

investigation of the black crimes and foul poli-

tical errors which are here laid, Sir, to the

charge of yourself and your Colleagues. Had I at

hand a corps of those amphibious females whose

vigorous temperament and turn of mind have

taught them to call all things by their proper

names, and who carefully avoid all circuitous and

bye-ways in refuting falsehoods, I might let them

loose upon the greater part of the Line, and their

havock would be terrible ; but, as I have no such

disposable force, I shall content myself with the

means I possess, and leave the discordant princi-

ples of which this catalogue is made up, to mili-

tate against each other, and by their mutual

counteradion to resolv? themselves into ernpty

air.

Th9
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The first subjeifl on which my e)'e glances at

this m >mcnt, is worthy same Httle animadversion.

In referring to the Egypr'an Expedition, the

Writer of the iXIanifesto seems to have wished he

could cither blot it out altogether, or give it a

little lift into a later period of occurrence.

Though he does not say that the late Administra-

tion plannedj arranged, and dispatched this Ar-

mament, he goes so tar, which must be confessed

liberal in an adversary, as to allow that it zvas

prepared by them. The Fleet of the Baltic, des-

tined to raise a new British Flag, is crammed into

the same sentence, occupying altogether less than

four scanty lines, whilst l^ourteen pages are scarcely

deemed sufficient to contain the catalogue of

political high crimes and misdemeanours of which

you. Sir, and your Accessaries, are found guilty.

But this is not all j even in this small allotment he

is compelled by his duty to rob your Government

of the most remote degree of credit on these two

pointSi Having had much experience o{ political

foresight since he has been a Near Observer of the

condud: of his Employers, and being perfedlly

assured that a stone wall is as impervious to the

eyes of one man as to those of another, he, with

all the flippancy of diplomatic confidence, ob-

serves, that it were unjust to " dissemble (the

very phrase confirms the inference) that no Mi-
nister could have been sanguine enough to expeSi their

success!" This might all be considered very fair

F in
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in' an ekdion contest for popular suffrage, and as

the friends of the Minister think it necessary to

bring him forward in the line his enemies (if he

have any) would most covet to see him, that is,

in dire<ft opposition to his Predecessor in otfice,

it is perfedly natural that they should wish to

throw their former Patrons completely into sha-

dow, and though compelled, for the general

effect of the picture, to admit a few lights, yet so

to disperse them as to prevent their being suffi-

ciently prominent to attrad: the eye or to fix the

attention of an observer.

But will it be credited by any person who has

not read it, that this same Editor having decided

that your Administration, Sir, could not possibly

derive any credit from the conquest of Egypt,

nor from the Battle of Copenhagen ;—can, 1 say,

any moderate man bring his mind to conceive,

that he could possess that very uncommon, that

superlative of a superlative degree of assurance, to

make these two very events the ground-work of

glory to the present Ministers—the key-stone of

their greatness, and the harbinger of their future

success ? No words but his own can do justice

to this talent of appropriation :
" Under these

fatal impressions," (which were made upon the

Country by your retirement from Office^ having re-

duced her affairs to the brink of destriiEtion)

y

" under these fatal impressions," says he, " of

the public mind, both at home and abroad, was

Lord
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Lord Hawkesbury obliged to mhmit the first

overtures for a Treaty \yhich appeared to all men
almost impossible to be obtained upon any terms

short of rutn and disgrace^'' fhow far short these

were, we have since had leisure to observe), " but

to which we were at length happily conduded by

the Vacijicator ofthe Baltic^ after the glorious Battle

of Co^cnhagen^ and by the reco-very of the Treaty of

El JLrisb, which was the consequence of a series

of unhoped-for viHories in Egypt
"

What would a plain Country Gentleman sup-

pose this to be, in a fair statement, but that, on

the entrance of Mr. Addington and his friends

into Administration, they found the Enemy in

quiet uninterrupted possession of Egypt ? and that

the condud: of the Danes had been so aoiircssive,

that though their Predecessors in Office, frgm

their weakness and want of resources, had been in-

capable of taking up the quarrel, the barb still

rankled in our breast, galling, but not to be

€xtra6ted ? 1 say, would not a calm disp;issionate

reader of the paragraph I have quoted imagine,

th^t at such a crisis a Saviour of his Country had

sprung up like a new Minerva, armed at ail points,

to hurl a set of impotent and incapable men from

the Seat of Government ? and tliat having, by a

vigour peculiar to himself, equipped a Fleet, and

launched it into the Baltic, and having dispatched

the gallant Sir Ralph Abercromby to the

shores of Egypt, that vidory had declared by an

F 2 instan-
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instantaneous charm in favour of both Expedi-

tiuns ? that blooming laurels bad crowned their

first onset; ths? the lustre oi the Adiuinistratioii

was lighted up from the Levant to the Sound ;

and that, to use the language of the romantic

Editor himself, they were as fortunate as they

proved themselves able and vigorous ? When we

refled that these are the seniiments and assertions

of Ministers themselves, it is scarcely possible to

determine which is most worthy of admiration,

•their own want of candour or the impolicy of

their conduct. It is a cruel confirmation of the

weakness which every other part of their proce-

dure has tended to impress upon the feelings of

the Public. What must the refleding mind

experience when it takes a survey of our present

state ? Will it not almost be persuaded that some

heavy fatality hangs over us ? Will it not appear

that Heaven itself prepares to pour out its venge-

ful wrath upon our devoted Country for some

aberration from its high decrees, or for crimes

unatoned for or unrepented ? when thus arrived

at the most awful crisis of our history, the most

perilous and threatening period of our existence

as a Nation, we are kfr to ride out the storm

without talent to diredf, concert to adopt, or

energy to pursue any of those great measures

which the necessity of the times demands.

It is not necessary to advance far into this

paper, to discover the strange proneness to error

which
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w!iich is observable in rhe condudl of it, and is

indeed the charaderistic ot aimost every individual

connected with the present ruling powers. As a

man of honour, I s;)eak more with regret, more

from apprehension for the safety of my loved

Country, than from any feeling of party or of

anger. Tiie only apj)roxin^iation to rl e latter

sentiment, arises from a conviction, that men
who have, in every transaction, proved them-

selves invariably unequal to the duty they hive

undertake/), cannot be so blinded by self-ltve, or

infatuated by self-interest, as not to feel their

own inc;'paciiy, and the heavy responsibility they

are incurring; a responsibility which, perhaps,

alas! their own temeriiy may put it out of the

power of a lost People to avail themselves. But

to the point. In the course of twenty pages this

Writer has told us, that the Administration formed

upon your retiring, were of course inexperienced,

but that the Country had confidence in, and rested

on, your support of them, and regarded your

advice as the best hope oi^ the Stat.: ; and yet,

almost in the same breath it is asserted, tl,at your

support of these very Ministers, was perhaps offi-

cious. In one place you are described as beino-

so popular and so looked up to by the People,

that their despondency arose from their persua-

sion that Troy could be defendevl by no other

arm than yours ; and yet, with equal consistency

as in the former instance, our Editor, a little fur-

ther
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ther vUf assures us that the People were con-

vinced that despair of success and want of talent

sione drove you. Sir, from the Councils of His

Majesty ; and upon this hz makes a sort of

Shtigh of Despond^ the difficulty of extrication

irom which is enlarged upon, and most patheti-^

cally exhibited. The zealous endeavours and

adive enterprize of the new Comers, however,

were not to be checked even by the formidable

display of impending danger ; and what presump-

tion, observes the Observerj could there be iti

succeeding to these men (the late Ministers)^

when the Public did not believe that things had

of late been so wisely or so prosperously con-

cluded, as to render it presumptuous in any set of

Ministers to hope they should be able to condudt

the business of Government with equal prudence^

economy, or success !

Nothing could give this Gentleman (or the

Junto) more satisfafrion in the present difficulty

and most arduous crisis of the State, than to have

yoiir support. Sir, for the present Ministry.

—

Great condescension 1
1—be even pre-supposes the

pleasure of the Country in seeing you. Sir, once

more in the Cabinet ; but lest this well-timed

piece of flattery should affect so weak and va-

cillating a mind as you have ever been found to

possess, he bids you beware of opposing them,

for that then you must needs go to the wall—your

talents are not calculated to meet the present

formi-.
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formidable phalanx of Ministerial Powei-s—you

are described raihcr as a sort of Posture Master^

or Complementario^ useful enough to make up their

company complete, but who, standing alone, and

as a private, can hope neither for an audience, nor

a licence even to perform. Your mere gift of elo-

quence is here exposed in a most humiliating con-

trast to ihtjudgfiient^ knowledge^ fr.mtess^ and equa-

mmity of our present Minister!—though, strange

to say, in the very preceding page we are assured,

that this same elocjuence might turn to great ac-

count on the other side of the question. *' His

financial skill,"—speaking of you. Sir, the Edi-

tor proceeds—*' his commanding eloquence, and

his still great influence in the countr)'', would

be a tower of strength to His Majesty's Go-

vernment."

Thus, Sir, you perceive there is an openirig for

you to make your peace with these Gentlemen,

and of once more raising yourself from the ob-

scurity into which the brightness of their noon-

tide sun has sunk you. Shine with a borrowed

Ugh:, caught from their patronizing rays, and you

will resume your former splendour—oppose them,

and their dark side will still be turned to you,

and the little popularity they have left you, and

still charitably allozvyou to possess, will be withered

and blasted. These incongruities, it must be

confessed, throw an air of suspicion over every

part of this notable production, and we can only

account
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account for the assemblage of such discordant

and contradictory opinions in the Ci)urse of nbout

So o(5tavo pages, by referring to the different

points of view, and consequent variety of feeling

and emphatic expression of each Contributor ta

the Declaration *. The want of judgment in the

Cv^iledor,

I would on no account hp.ve it supposed, I rne-^n to in-

sinuate that there is the smallest appearance of a schsim

among the members of the Family Compa'*t : far, very far

from it ; I alliide merely to the difficulty evident throughout

the publication, of conglomerating, as it M'ere,- the jarring

and discordant interests of tlie different departments. One

must issue a bull against the former arrangements of the

Treasury—a second upon the former schemes of finance—

a

third throws in the grievances of all the offices through which'

he has run the gauntlet ; whilst every Secretary must have'

one blow at least at his predecessor in office; and even the'

Q'erks be admitted an inuendo against those whom they have

been raised to supersede. But here even " the men are not

visible in the ads of their authority ;" and thcigh the public

good is no doubt regularly promoted, our present rulers think

• ir wiser to' let " the nation govern itself." Were it other.

wise, however, brotherly love would prove as blind as Jus-

tice and F'ortune have been in their association with the

Lares and pettates of the Family.

It was a pleasing sight to behold the r.ffeflions of this

onited band, sympathiziiig in their lamentations at the de-

pravity of the Ex-minister, on the occasion of Mr. Patten's

motion. *' See," cry they, " he pays no regard to the ties

of blood, or the tender relations of private life!" How
naturally have they expressed their indignation at what the

classical Editor teims in contempt, his Manlian virtue—^how

have
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colleclor, and the ill assortment of the materials

which he has so confidently, and yet so injudi-

ciously put together, have induced a suspicion

even of tlie many simple truths contained in the

pamphlet, which, by being counteradtd, have

more the appearance, in their present shape, of

invented calumnies and interested misrepresenta-

tions. A curious defence of Ministers has been

set up by their friends, which affords the Country

a fair opportunity of inferring the high opinion

entertained of the Councils of the Country, by

near and partial observers of the materials of

which it is composed. They maintain that great

or shining talents are by no means desirable c|ua-

lifications, nor in the least requisite in those who

are entrusted with the condud of public affairs

;

that the merchant's accompting-house is the re-

pcrtorium from which statesm.en are to be select-

ed ; and middling men from the middling class

of society, the standard and description of those

who are to revive the days of our Edwards and

Henrys, and consume in the blaze of their

renown, the record that ii-ould have borne the name

have they denounced the cruel and unnatural being, " who

would not bend to give a vote of acquittal " to an Admini-

stration whom he conceived to have been endangering the

Constitution, and trifling with the solid interests of the

Country, because his brother held a seat in the Cabinet

!

«< acerba fata Romanes agunt

•' Scelusque fraternae necis I"

G of
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grateful posterity ! We are told, that the powers

of eloquence are only necessary to gloss over use-

less measures, and that sound solid sense (happy

epithet!) is more efficient in the public cause,,

than those vulgarly yclep'd high-minded prin-

ciples of aftion which lead us to covet honour

and reputation (proverbially bubbles), when our

business is merely to keep the plague from our

own doors, nor attempt to fill our buckets till

the fire of our neighbour's house has communi-

cated to our own. Every man for himself, and

Heaven for us all ! The policy is evident, and

its effecfts even in the bosom of time, not so en-

veloped in mystery as to preclude any person of

powers, however ordinary, from calculating them.

Who that remembers, in the days of his youth,

the gallant Cock in ^sop's Fables, who, elate

upon his dunghill, preferred one grain of deh-

cious barley to all the jewels under the sun, does

not clearly comprehend the force of this com-

pliment to Ministers by their zealous friends,

the wisest and most sanguine of their well-

-wishers ?

I have the Honour to be, Sir,

With the highest respcdl.

Yours, &c.

FITZ-ALBION.

LETTER
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LETTER V.

To the Right Hon. miliam Pitt, ^c. &c. &c.

SIR, Sept. 23, 1803.

A VERY principal charge brought against

you, in their pubhc declarations by the present

Ministers, is the having forfeited the pledge you

originally are said to have given them, of con-

stant, zealous, and adive support. In this breach

of faith, your late colleague, Lord Grenville,

is implicated with you. It is scarcely possible to

feel convinced that the Writer, who is made the

channel of accusation, could have intended to be

understood literally and seriously ; and yet again

he argues the point most gravely and learnedly ^ and

brings into the field every weapon which he deems

fit for service in this most extraordinary attack

—

the catapult of the ancients, the scalping-knife of

the wild American, and the stilletto of modern

Rome ; so that we may conclude he expeds the

impression upon the spedators and audience to be

no other than as a matter of sad sobriety. I am

of opinion that you did. Sir, promise your hearty

support to your Successors in Office ; and my in-

ducement for making this concession, arises from

your having publicly said sOy and not from the asser-

G 2 tion
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tion of the Treasury Reporter, who, by always

attempting to prove too much, generally creates

a suspicion prejudicial to the interests of the cause

he vainly attempts to defend. Besides the charge

of inconsistency, which it appears to be his objefit

to affix to your charafter, for entertaining a dif-

ferent opinion of the qualifications of Ministers at

present, from that which you professed on their

first admission into power, which he no doubt

concluded would deter your Friends from discuss-

ing the subjedV, and for which purpose he threw

up a Battery of Capitals and a Redoubt of Italics,

must necessarily vanish before the most cursory

and superficial investigation. No operation of the

human mind can be more simple than the pro-

gress from approval to disapprobation ; when the

ground upon which that approval is founded is

altogether relinquished, and another substituted

in its stead, whose charader it is to subvert, and

whose purport it is to overthrow the very principle

in which it originated. My Lord Grenville
and yeurself. Sir, unequivocally did promise your

support to the present Ministers; the former

publicly in his place in the House of Peers, avow-

ed the intention for himself, and in the name of

his Colleagues. It was no secret pledge ; it was

not whispered through the key-hole of Bucking-

ham-house to the ear of His Majesty : it re-

quired not the sacred and solemn deposition of

Mr. B to prove the existence of the fad. It

was
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was an open, explicit, and avowed declaration,

made to the Country, in order to reconcile people

to a change they most seriously deprecated, and

to silence the rising Opposition to the introduc-

tion of men wholly new to business, and untried

in the arduous duties of Administration. Thus

far both accounts agree ; but, wanting what should

foHow, our Editor's History is deficient, whilst a

little advance on our part will, 1 suspedl, give a

different asped to the whole business. My Lord

Grenville, speaking in the name of himself

and his Friends, did promise support to Minis-

ters ; but was it absolute—was it unqualified

—

or rather, were not the precise conditions laid

down ? ** It is my consolation," said his Lord-

ship, " to know that the same vigorous line

of conduifl (which had been pursu^xl by the

late Administration) is still to be pursued. Though

my Colleagues and myself have retired from office,

no change of measures will take place ; but the

system which has already proved so salutary, will

still beaded upon by our Successors, to whom, while

they continue to aSiin a firm, resolute ^ and manly man-

ner, we are determined to give our steady support *.'*

And did not you yourself, Sir, in the House of

Commons, on the i6th of February, state, th-at

" the measures likely to be pursued, and to which

* Vide Debates on Lord Darnley's Motion, Feb. lo,

iSoi.

the
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the retiring Ministry would still give their firm

support, were those which the House had re-

peatedly sandlioned by their voices ?" Lord

Spencer explained his intentions to the same

efFed ; and I have no doubt that every Coffee-

house Politician in England was perfedly aware

of the condition upon which the retiring Mini-

sters were to support their Successors. Then,

Sir, the only remaining question of interest is,

whether the condud of His Majesty's present

Ministers has been of a nature to warrant the

opposition of Lord Grenville and Lord Spen-

cer, and to have incurred the evident disappro-

bation which you have evinced on the subjed of

their general line of condud ? As the pledge

was in itself conditional, so must it have been

mutual. If support was to be expeded, the con-

ditions must have been fulfilled to ensure it.

Could the late Ministers suppose that their Suc-

cessors were so void of steadiness as to desert a

proved and approved system, in order to try ex-

periments ? Was it natural and consequential,

that those who now even openly and publicly de-

clare that they entered on their situations only

upon the supposion of support which their ac-

knowledged weakness rendered essential to their

remaining in ofFice a single hour, should take the

earliest occasion to thwart the plans, overturn the

system, and contradistinguish their condud from

that
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that of tbelr Predecessors * ? Is human foresight

so extended as to enable man to calculate upon

proba-

*' I must take upon me, therefore, to aver, that His

Majesty's most gracious offer of his confidence to Mr.

Addington couU not have been

—

-jjai not definitively ac

cepted, until a solemn pledge of honour had been given by-

Ministers, for their conitant, adit-e and zealous support;'*

(Cursory Remarks, p. i8,) The reason why they could not

accept this confidence is candidly assigned, viz. that they

felt their own weakness— the want of resources within

themselves—their incapacity, and the inadequacy of the Com-

bined powers of their Administration to the great task of

condufting the affairs of a mighty Empire. The Editor him-

self, however, tells us, that the support must have been con-

sidered as conditional by any man of ordinary conception,

(that is, it was so considered by himself, and I do not think

it will be necessary to break the level for his superior obser-

I'ation). He, however, supposes it to have been an implied

condition. I maintain, that it was a specific condition. He

foresaw, that if they '* attempted to walk without the leading-

string," they would, ipso fado, " cancel the agreement, as

contrary to its spirit and true meaning." Content, Sir :

He would appear ironical, whilst he asserts fad—for my

Lords Grenville and Spencer, and Mr. Pitt, in the

Houses of Parliament did avow and publish their intentions

—

they declared the conditions of their support to the Country^

and in the presence of those very Ministers, who would now

impeach them for a breach of faith and promise.

What our Editor's intention was, in introducing the sub-

jeft of the new Ministers " attempting to throw off the lead-

ing-string—or their " appearing to be qualified for their

offices," I am not sufficiently a casuist to discern ; but I will

eijture to affirm, that a more poignant sarcasm could not be

uttered
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probabilities with unerring precision, and. is con-

demnation to track the steps of the late Mini-

uttered against the men whose cause he has been entployed to

defend.— It must be recoUefted, that he sets out by informing

lis, that the utter incapacity of the new Ministers would have

prccUided the possibility of their accepting office without

the aid and advice of their Predecessors.—This aid and ad-

vice can be no other than the leading.string—the mass of

talent, information and influence which were to be props to

men professedly unequal to the duties of their station. Surely

then, if, impatient of restraint, this ricketty offspring spurrt

the aid they felt they could not do without, and publicly

avow, that, though they could not walk alone, th?y thought

the support of Mr. Pttt himself oj^cious, it is not a matter of

wonder that the indignation of their Patrons should be ex-

cited—or that they should be considered in the light of Ene-

mies—as Rivals ne^vtr.

It m.ay be said, they had gained experience—Experience

ingrafted on ability, like seed in a good soil, may bring forth

its fruits in due' season ; but, no matter—This experience

was but of a few months growth—not skin, deep, and could

only have served to confirm these New Men in the opinion of

their own incapacity—but now, our Editor supposes an ex.

trenic case:—" If," says he, "they should dare—(they

can call spirits from the vasty deep!)

—

dare to be firm^ pru-

denty 'virtuous, or firtunate, or to be successful in aiiy of their

measures," the loss of the promised support would be the conse-

quence.—I do not profess to be the flatterer or friend of the

present Ministers; but, I can lay my hand upon my heart,

and declare my convidlion, founded on the striftest and most

minute investigation, that they certainly have not forfeited

the friendship or support of their Predecessors, by the com^

mission of any one of these duriug a^s !

ster.
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ster, because he suffered himself to be deceiv^ed

by the hollow professions of a man who, from in-

fancy, he had called his friend, and who obtained

his countenance by a promised adherence to prin-

ciple ? Surely not—though, perhaps, I may take

the liberty of pressing an idea of the learned

Editor into my service, and avow that I cannot

help regarding the attachment of the late Chan-

cellor of the ExcHEQjTER toMr. Addington,

and the delicacy (which I substitute for deference)

he has shewn in situations and under circum-

stances where his reprobation ratifcr was courted,

as a weakness, and indeed the only one I have

ever, as a common Observer, '* discovered in his

character, but which I know that 1 do not mis-

take, in attributing to the most amiable and purest

source."

Had this leniency, however, been duly appre-

ciated, had contrition followed the first wander-

ings from duty—h.ui the present Chancellor
of the ExcHEQjiER, acknowledging his error,

pleaded the flutterings of a heart unused to the

giddy heights of Greatness—the hardship of being

tantalized with the shadow of Power without the

talent of appropriating its fruits,

' Quo mihl Fortuna si non conceditur uti."

Had he felt his error, in soaring on his Icarian

ivings, which you. Sir, had scarcely cemented,

your mercy would have been well-timed, and the

H Country
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Country would have "acknowledged Its advantages

—But that, after wantonly neglecting advice,

and, in the open face of day, proclaiming your

early support officious \ after having (as the Right

Hon. Gentleman's newally dramatically describes

a "Gipsy stealing a child, and then disfiguring it,

to make it pass for her own^, new-christened

measures, that they might not be recognized as

the manufacture of his Predecessor; and having,

to crown all, thrown down the gauntlet of defi-

ance, that the late Ministry should be deemed

open to condemnation for witholding their appro-

bation, is too absurd, even for the warmest sup-

porters of Mr. Addincton to imagine—What

have they done ? They have withdrawn their sup-

port from men who had pledged themselves to

abide by the line of firm, resolute, and manly

condud:—but who have proved themselves the

most unsteady, irresolute, and weak persons that

ever presumed to take upon themselves the duties

ofofiicial business.— Is it an impeachment of His

Majesty's late Servants, that they do not sandion

imbecility, because they promised support to an

individual who has himself changed sides, and

takes to his bosom men who have been in syste-

matic opposition, for years, to the principles

which he professed to adopt as his rule of adion }

'— Is the discountenance of experiments whose suc-

cess has never been problematical to the most

superficial observer, which were in direifl hostility

to
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to the line agreed upon, a line which had more
than once saved the Country, and maintained the

assailed dignity of the Crown, an adl of crimina-

lity ? Or can Mr. Pitt be accused of inconsist-

ency, in withdrawing his protedion from a Party

who have by every adt courted his disapprobation,

and who most assuredly have done every thino^

but pursue those measures li-hicb the House had re-

peatedly san^ioned by its voice during the former

Ministry? No^ 1 repeat impossible. Let the

Casuist and the Sophist join issue, and 1 defy their

united powers to carry conviclion to any mind of

common candour or honesty in the Country.

We are told that it was observable at the pe-

riod when your pledge ofsupport was given, from

the very promise itself, and the charadcr of the

Parties (which, I conclude, takes in both sides),

that the germs of future difference and dissention

were easily to be discovered by a Near Obsei-ver,

—Now if this be correal, and if the incapa-

city of Ministers, which he has just before ac-

knowledged, was so manifest as to require the

prop and support of their Predecessors, why, hav-

ing at the moment of inauguration (which, if it

means any thing, must mean the period at which

the pledge was given) this gift of foresight, did

not Mr. Addington apply it to the best pur-

poses ?—why, having divined your treacherous in-

tentions, did he not ad upon the knowledge, and

pray His Majesty to check his coming honours?

H a Was
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Was be a Cassandra to himself, to turn a deaf ear to

the siipernaiiiralsuggtsixous of his ov/n good sense?

Had he availed himself, for once, of the advan-

tages he possessed, he would have laid his preten-

sions at the foot of the Throne, and prayed his

Royal Master to receive back the Seals, which

his Friend and Champion tells us, and he himself

acknowledges, he could not have dared to employ,

had it not been for that Promise of Support which

has in one place been termed officious, and is now

unequivocally declared to have been rotten, and

of nought, when first pledged ? But this is not

all ; we are solemnly assured that some Ministe-

rial Lavater, or Official Cunning Woman^ clearly

foresaw that the countenance of the late Adminis-

tration would be confined to that line of conda6l

'tvhich they had uniformly pursued themselves

whilst in Office, and that, should the New- Comers

attem.pt to throw off their leading-strings (with-

out which, their kind Defender has admitted,

they could not have hobbled on), they would

cease to obtain it 1 This must have been consi-

dered a most wonderful discovery, especially as

we find recorded about the very period of time,

those very sentiments from the mouths of the

retiring Ministers themselves : that as long as

they continued to aB in a firm and resolute manner—
as long as they pursued the line of Policy which had

ensured the safety of the Commonwealth—as long as

they followed up that system which had been admitted

by
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hy the Country to be essential to her true interests, so

long should the Nezv Administration have the firm

and steady support oj the Old—how soon the Pledge

was forfeited on the part of the Complainants, I

shall now leave you to determine.

I have the Honour to be,

With the greatest respedl, Sir.

Tour's, &c.

FITZ-ALBION.

LETTER
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LETTER VL

To the Right Hon. JVilliam Pitt, &c. &c. &c.

SIR, St>f)t. 30, 1803.

I ENDEAVOURED in my last Letter to

expose the futility of the charge urged against

you in the Ministerial Declaration, on the score

of Political Inconsistency and Breach of Faith.

Little more was necessary to this purpose, than

stripping and exposing it in its true colours. The

iletedion of its weakness at once, was only pre-

vented by the ambiguous covering which the Edi-

tor threw over the shapeless abortion, and the Je-

suitical sophistry with which he trusted to con-

found the simple conceptions of the majority of his

readers, who may be naturally looked for among

the Adherents of the present Administration. To
suppose that a pledge of support to any man, is to

extend to his tergiversations and apostacies, is a

paradox which, till the present times, I should

have conceived no one sufficiently bold to main-

tain, and which, even now, none would hazard,

but as the extreme expedient of a sinking cause.

We certainly have before our eyes the example of

forty millions of people, who, for consistency sake^

call tlyit a Republic which they feel to be the

most
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most arbitrary Despotism ever established for the

curse of mankind ; tor consistency sake they prate

of Liberty with shackled hands ; and, for con-

sistency sake^ boast Equality with the bondsmen's

mark upon their dastard fronts. They have aided

to overthrow Monarchy ; and hence these be-

sotted Slaves, ipso fciBo^ conceive that they must

be Republicans. This, Sir, I imagine to be the

species of consistency which your Successors

would have you display. They would that you

should, after having been tied to the tail of their

triumphal car, suffer yourself to be dragged over

mountains and through bogs, through filth and

mire, from the right to the left, always extolling,

always approving, singing, *'''
lij Triumphes T'' and

calling upon the people to follow and join in the

chorus ! This, Sir, is the support they mean

;

and which they would conceive to be constant,

a<5live, and zealous ! \Vhere, let me ask, will

they find a solitary single instance of inconsist-

ency in the political character, or in the conduct

of the late Minister towards the Country ? Has

he shifted about ?—has be to-day unsaid the opi-

nion of yesterday?—has he been compelled to ex-

plain, or fly to subterfuge?—has /jt? committed

himself on any one point, from the hour he

gave this loudly-published pledge, to the present?

Does the Multitude cry out against him?—do the

Middle Orders reprobate him ?—does the Aristo-

cracy impeach him for irregular, unfair, or waver-

ing
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ing cbndufl ? No ; but he has been inconsistent

in the eyes of the Minister, because he has been

consistent in his ducy to the Country. He could

not see the Commonwealth in danger, without di-

reding his whole attention to her circumstances

:

he kept his eye on the helm, and though inter-

didled from taking it, sutTered not the faultering

Steersman to run the Vessel aground. This was

inconsistent : he should have concurred, and, if

she had struck, have awaited with the undisci-

plined crew the curses of the Empire, for not

averting the evil he foresaw, because it was ne-

cessary to adhere to his pledge of constant^ aBive,

and zealous support to Mr. Addington. He saw

that not only those saving principles which had

been in the first outset adopted by his Suc-

cessor, were deserted, nay, reversed, but that

the tone of Ministerial Politics was now to

be taken from the Bench of the Old Opposi-

tion ; nay, some of the most violent opposers

of the measures which the present Administra-

tion had pledged themselves to pursue, were re-

ceived with open arms, gratified with pensions,

and arrayed in the purple plenitude of power.

Is the consistency of Mr. Pitt to be questioned

for discontinuing that constant support, that a5live

assistance, and zealous co-operation, which, if

promised, were necessarily promised to System

rather than to Individuals } Is his high character

to be impeached for breaking faith, in refusing to

sandlion
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san6lion error, and abet folly, when he had given

a pledge to promote measures and afl with prin-

ciples founded on their very opposites ? Absurd !

the face of every thing was changed.

"Qui color albus fuir, nunc est contrarius albo."

And the best comment upon such weak and

absurd stridures will be found in the old Epi-

gram :

So alter'd are thy face and mind,

'Twcre perjury to love thee now.

The next allegation brought against you, Sir,

by this Public Accuser, is of a more serious na-

ture, as it is on a subjed: solemnly interesting to

every man who holds the Constitution worth pre-

serving, and wishes Britain still to maintain her

rank among the Nations of the Earth. It re-

fers to the Negotiation for your return to Office,

You are best acquainted with all the circum-

stances of this affair. I profess to know few of

them, but those (ew will I trust answer the pur-

pose of confounding false assertion and untwisting

the entanglements v\hich specious insinuation has

endeavoured to place around the transadion. I

have no doubt that a Country Gentleman, who

has this morning in the True Biiton com.mu-

nicated his sentiments upon the subjed of the

Impeachment of the late Ministers, is in his own

mind thoroughly impressed with the convidion

that the hands of their Successors are perfedly

I clean
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clean—that tbey have no concern whatever in

the Libel—and that their Clerks in Office have

merely sent a few copies to their friends in the

country. That 1 am not so easily satisfied, I must

acknowledge—the more especially, as I am ac-

quainted with fads sufficient to render the whole

ground of this Defence untenable for an instant

—of this the Country Gentleman may rest as-

sured, that I should have deemed it as humiliat-

ing to myself as it would have been insulting to

you, Sir, had 1 deigned to notice a libellous

Pamphlet, written by an individual -of whom no

one has heard—for whom nobody cares—and

whose only recommendation to the present men

is, having most heartily abused the late Minister

for refusing to lavish the pubHc money upon him,

and afford him a pension as the retaining fee for

his pen.—This is not the sort of person I should

have thought it necessary to encounter— I have

expressed my opinion upon the subjccl before,

and I know too well the source from which he

draws. his slimy stream of calumny, to allow my-

self to believe for a moment that he is the sub-

stantive Author of the Libel in question*. As

the

* It is worthy remark, that the new Ally of Mr. Ad-
DiNGTON, the present Candidate for Office proposed by the

Right Hon. Gentleman to His Majesty, has ever professed his

principal political objed to be the exclusion of Mr. Pitt

/frora any future Administration ;— that the first proselyte in-

s>tullcd
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the Ministerial Manifesto^ therefore, I shall still

consider it.—Firm in my persuasion, an.l unfal-

tering in my purpose, I shall not be deterred from

hunting down Malignity or pursuing Calumny

into their inmost darkest recesses. I do not

pretend, Sir, to the knowledge which the Near

Observer displays, in defining the exact period of

each revolution in your mind—at what dinner

you were cordial with Mr. Addington, or at

what precise hour you ceased to call him Right

Honourable Friend—your looks, gestures, scowl,

and smile sarcastic, are equally out of my pro-

vince. I am willing to give up all these advan-

tages, so peculiarly his own, to the learned Editor,

whose talents at the chronological arrangement of

occurrences in high life, must render his contri-

butions to the Fashionable Columns of the only

Official Journal, as valuable at least as the politi-

cal communications which are filtered through

him from the Treasury to that Journal. Upon

stalled In the lucrative Honours of Office by the Minister, -wns

the personal opponent of Mr. Pitt ; and that the man fixed

upon to put together the materials of the Libellous ^Manifesto,

is a Renegade from the Party of Mr. Pitt, galled by a sup-

posed injury, because the Statesman whose virtues he was in

the habit of extolling in common with the mass of his coun-

trymen, refused to purchase panegyric, or pension the pen

for fame, which his own super-eminent abilities had never

ceased to raise to themselves—" Causa latct—ra at jio^

thiima !'*

1 2, the
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the i8th of January last, you are said to have

dined with Mr. Addington, and to have con-

firmed the bond ; we are led to suppose, indeed,

that you hob and-nobhed with him in renewing the

former pledge*. The friendship, he asserts, con-

tinued till this period—nor can he absolutely say

that it was retraced or dissolved till the third

week in April, although there remained in the

interval no appearances of its effed or existence.

But early in this month the Negotiation, as he

terms it, for your re-admission into Office, was

agitated ; so that. Sir, you will perceive the real

motive for withdrawing your countenance from

the Minister was, the failure of this attempt to

re-establish yourself.—Mean and despicable as is

this attempt to apply so sordid a principle of

adlion to condud open and unequivocal j it

merits a contempt which words cannot supply,

but which will be amply felt by every honest man

of every party. This very honourable and candid

insinuation is followed up by a detail of the

mode in which this Negotiation was carried on.

Now, Sir, you will bear me out, 1 am sure (though

with our Editor I may think it too much to

* It is scarcely worth a parenthesis to observe, that a

certain Member of the Cabinet ivai absent in the Country at

the period of this dinner. Mr. Pitt no doubt recoUefts the

circumstance, which will fully serve to identify that Right

Honourable Gentleman with the Near Obser'ver, who pro-

fesses to have been at a distance at that time,

appeal
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appeal to you for the accuracy of anonymous

allegation) in asserting, that NO SUCH NEGO-
TIATION EVER DID EXIST; and when it

is considered that the fabricators of, and contri-

butors to, the farraginous Libel, were fully and

officially aware of this, what must the Country

think of her state—that on such men her existence

depends, and to such keepers is entrusted her

vitality, her heart's blood ?—Now, Sir, how will

Ministers acquit themselves on this occasion ?

—

They either were, or they were not, concerned in

the publication of this untruth.— If the former, I

should in mercy draw the curtain upon it— if the

litter, why is it not demi-ojjicially contradicted in

their own Paper ? The very m.an upon whose

shoulders they have, in order to evade the igno-

miny of the transadlion, placed the odium of the

Pamphlet, is their own dependant—their Eulogy

Fancier, in their hired Journal.—If this man has

betrayed confidence, or garbled fads afforded him

for the Paper defence of Ministers, and published

a series of half true and half fabricated assertions

—then is he condemnable, and his Employers

must indignantly dispossess him of his high office

and calling. But is this the case?—No!—He
still pursues the grateful task of ofiering incense

where the Gods are propitious. He not only is

the avowed Editor of the Treasury Manifesto, but

is in the regular pay of Administration for de-

fending its measures, and supporting the tottering

fabric
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fabric of its reputation.—Would the purchased

slave dare fly in the face of his imperious Task-

masters ?—Would a man transgress orders upon

the fulfilment of which depended his daily bread?

—It is high time the Country should know how

the case stands, and I trust to be able to expose

the artifices and subterfuges which have been em-

ployed to throw aspersions on your integrity, and

to impeach your disinterestedness—I must defer

this however to my next, having already occupied

sufficient of your time at one sitting.

1 have the Honour to be.

With every sentiment of resped, Sir,

Yours, &c.

FITZ-ALBION,

LETTER
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LETTER VIT.

To the Right Hon. Henry Addington, &c. ^c. &c.

SIR, Oct. 5, 1S03.

1 FEEL in necessary again to address my-

self to jou. Great pains have been taken by

your Friends to impeach the veracity of an asser-

tion I made in my last Letter to Mr. Pitt—
Thai no Negotiation for the return of that great

Statesman to Pozver ever did exist. Some profess

to have been informed of circumstances which

incontrovertibly prove that such Negotiation did

take place ; others have heard it asserted by your

Confidential Counsellors, and cannot doubt it -, a

third description refer to the general admission of

the fad, at the supposed period of its existence ;

and some few cannot be brought to believe that

any Minister would make a public assertion (for

amongst the varied description of persons 1 have

conversed with upon this topic, not one has even

for a moment doubted the official charader

of the Manifesto) so open to detedion, and so

easily exposed. Every one of these Gentlemen

possesses a good ground, no doubt, for the for-

mation of his opinion ; but as they all differ, they

csBOOt all be right : and it will require the state-

ment
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ment of a very few fafts, which you, Sir, will have

the goodness to confirm, to prove that they are

all in the wrong. Negotiation, I conceive 1 am

borne out in considering to be a correspondence,

grounded on some preliminary principle by which

the contrafting parties are equally bound to abide,

in which mutual claims are discussed, advantages

canvassed, and a reciprocity of interests endea-

voured to be established -, at least the progress of

these may be considered as Negotiation ; but if

one party only make overtures, and, in making

those overtures, is unable to lay down a prelimi-

nary, correspondent with the feelings, policy, or

principles of the other party ; and in consequence

of this disagreement in limine, the intercourse

ceases— 1 do maintain that no Negotiation can he

jaid to have existed*. Now, Sir, how far this

applies

* Admitting the faft (for the sake of argument) to stand as

the Treasury Editor has stated it, what does it go to prove ?

—that Mr. Addington, feeling his Administration had

been formed to the exchision of all the Talent of the Country,

could not but experience extreme alarm at the idea of encoun.

tering the difficulties which were about to present themselves

in the approaching Crisis : he sought therefore the accession

of powers which had been habituated to the charge, and which

had more than once saved the Country from ruin and disgrace.

He applied to Mr. Pitt, who declared, in the first instance,

that he could not entertain the thought of Office until His

Majesty's pleasure were distinctly signified to him ; and, when

that was the case, he should feel it his duty, in the very

iilvnung and critical circumstances of the Country, to re-

commend
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applies to the case in point, you will yourself best

judge. A simple affirmative, or negative, is all

commend for His Majesty's approbation, an Administra-

tion composed of the best taltnts that could be sel.'tfled.

Lord Grenville, it was natural enough to suppose, was

included in this designation. Lord Grenville and Lord

Spencer might probably be particularized. No, says

Mr. Addington—though the Empire be endangered, our

Constitution threat/jned, and even the Throne menaced

—perish all, sooner than treat with a man whom " I

am compelled by honour not to admit into the Council with

me, because he has uniformly condemned every measure of

my Administration." So, because My Lord Grekville,

and the Friends of Mr. Pitt, discovered and exposed the

weakness of measures which went to undermine the best in-

terests of the State, and declared their opinion of the weak-

ness of an Administration, which the Leader of it himself

unequivocally acknowledges, by his daily attempts to recruit

it, the great talents and high political acquirements, the ex-

alted energy and fund of experience which are to be found,

and which characterize that Illustrious Body of Men, arc to

be excluded from the service of their Country, when beset

with danger and threatened witltdcstruiition. Is there really

nothing personal in the sw;iy of these men, even in their oun

mode of telling the story ? /\.s the faft really stands, if they

still persist in calling themselves the Servants of the Public,

they can be considered in no other light than as unjust Stew-

ards, rendering a false account of that which is entrusted to

them, looking to the Mammon of Unrighteousness for safety

in retreat, and sacrificing the interests of their Masters to

their own base and selfish purposes. Let them remember that

they cannot serve God and Mammon ; and that the day may-

arrive, when they will be called upon to render up an account

of their stewardship,

K I ask
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I ask to a few very plain questions.—Did you not

acknowledge to your friends, in March last, the

inadequacy of your Administration to pursue the

great measures which were deemed necessary for

the safety of the Country ? Did you not at the

same period consult them upon the propriety of

giving up the reins which trembled in your hands,

into those of your great Predecessor ? For this

purpose, did you not endeavour to sound him

upon the subject, and finding him averse to re-

turning to office, because he felt what was very

generally believed, that his return would not be

agreeable to that High Authority whose preroga-

tive it is to appoint its own Fundionaries ? Did

not you, Sir, persevere and prevail upon Lord

Melville to go down to Walmer, to solicit, on

his ozvn terms, the return of Mr. Pitt to office ?

Did not Mr. Pitt then, as he had before done,

unequivocally declare that nothing should tempt

him to enter into any Negotiation for a resump-

tion of his official situation, unless he were con-

vinced the Country really stood in need of his

services, and that His Majesty's pleasure were

made known to him ?—These, Sir, are questions

which refer merely to the embryo Negotiation,

and which, knowing you cannot conscientiously

deny, 1 shall consider as affirmatively answered.

Of the personal interview [solicited also by you^

Sir), I cannot profess to have a sufficient know-

ledge ^
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ledge ; but this I may affirm, and did I possess

the touchstone of your heart at this moment,

you would not, could not controvert the asser-

tion—that twenty-four hours after your return to

town, }'0ur sentiments, your ideas, underwent a

complete revclution ; that which you considered

just at Bromley, you were taught to reprobate on

regaining your own Head-quarters—the boon

which you bowed in humility to gain, you then

spurned, and brushed from you with contempt.

" Lord Melville," your panegyrist informs

us, " was as much disappointed at the extrava-

gant propositions upon which the Negotiation

went off, as the Ministers themselves were."

—

ISiow I do declare, and will abide by your auth.o-

rity when called upon, as I think, you must be in

your public situation at no distant period. j that

Mr. Pitt made no single proposition— that he

refused to enter into any explanation of terms—

>

and equally into any arrangement for Places, &c.

—That Lord Grenville mii^ht be mentioned

by his former Colleague, as a man who had

proved himself worthy the important situation

he had so long and so ably held, and, by a fail

dedudion, that he thought him no less fit for the

employment than formerly, 1 cannot possibly

pretend to affirm or to deny— it may or it may not

be so i but this I have no hesitation to assert, that

the return of his Lordship was never made a sub-

jedl of discussion, much less the sif!£ qu4 non of

K 2 Mr,
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Mr. Pitt's return to Office.—The fad, as I have

before stated it, is, that no Negotiation ever did

take place—Mr. Pitt Vv^ould not proceed without

hearing the pleasure of His Majesty.—This

was the preHminary sine qua non of that upright

Statesman, by which he resolved steadily to abide.

If this be considered as extravagant or unreasonable,

it only proves, after all that has been said upon

the Courtly propensities of the present, that our

late Minister possesses more dutiful deference to

the feelings of the King, that his conduct is equally

remote from the bold licence of modern Patriot-

ism, and the dangling obsequiousnes of a trained

Levee Hunter.

The sentiment expressed in the House of Com-

mons, and felt to the remotest parts of the Coun-r

try, upon the subjedl of the return of Mr. Pitt

to Office, is construed by this self same friendly

panegyrist, Sir, into absolute recommendation, as

decidedly dictatorial to the Sovereign.—Now it is

curious, that only in the preceding paragraph we

are assured, with every appearance of Official An^

iijority (indeed, upon any other it must be non-

sense), that had you been able to bring over Mr.

Pitt to your Party, and to induce him to fore-

go his extravagant terms (the real nature of which

1 have described), the sanction of His Majesty
woidd not have been wanting in due time—that is to

say, after you had carried the point you thought

necessary to secure your permanence in Office,

you
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you would iHclate, or at least recommend^ the re-

turn of Mr. Pitt to the Confidence of His Ma-
jesty.— Here again I beg leave to ask, which

savours most of indelicacy towards a quarter too

hi^h lo be mentioned—the manly avowal of certain

Members of the Legislature in their Seats, that

the great powers of Mr. Pitt were essential to

the interests of the Country, or the subtle and se-

cret attempt to enter upon a Negotiation, and to

arrange terms with Mr. Pitt himself, without

either consulting that high quarter, or even as-

certaining how far it would be agreeable ?—Which

was most respectful— this very attempt on your

part, or the determination of Mr. Pitt to take

no step till he knew that he was not forcing his

way into Councils from which he had retired

—

and till his advice was thought necessary for the

good of the Country by the Sovereign himself? I

am not however yet driven to the adoption of an-

tithesis, for the purpose of illustrating the powers

of mind, or estimating the qualities of Mr. Pitt's

heart. Sir, we are arrived, though by different

roads, at the point which your Defender terms

the breaking ofi' of the Negotiation, but which I

think better characterized, as a failure in the Ex^

periment of Negotiation. This he attributes to th«

extravagance o'i Mr. Pitt's proposition— I have

stated the resolution of Mr. Pitt, which may-

be called a proposition, if the candid Editor please

— but to vs^hicb I think the Public will apply any

epi*
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epithets rather than those of unreasonable, and

extravagant.

To proceed then—As His Majesty's pleasure

was never made known to Mr. Pitt, the con-

clusion naturally follows, that this same experi-

ment of Negotiation was made without the R .yal

Sandion, or Concurrence—a proceeding which,

however likely to benefit, perhaps to save the

Country, had the scheme been carried into effed,

canhot be considered as very respectful to the So-

vereign, nor absolutely consistent with that de-

ference which, upon less important occasions, you

have so properly paid to every inclination of the

Court—1 cannot suppose that it was an attempt

to impose in a certain high quarter, an opinion

that the late Minister was caballing to regain his

situation and power.—I will not think so meanly

of your Advisers, Sir, as to imagine that ever

they could hope to induce the Country to credit

such an imputation upon the high mirid and cha-

rafter of your Predecessor—very little pains, it must

be confessed, however, have been taken to do

away the industriously circulated and demi-official

report that Mr. Piti 's terms could not be agreed

to, because his arrangements were so extensive as to

go very near to overthrow every shadow of power

that remained to you.—Mr. H. Addington and

Mr. Bragge were inclined to this opinion, and

if common rumour were not proverbially a liar,

I might be induced to believe, with others, that

those
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those Gentlemen not only prepared you for your

expedition into Kent, but, like tender parent-

birds sending forth their young and callow off-

spring, defined your powers, gave you their coun-

sel, and warned you of those toils and snares

which are every where spread for the inexperienced

—that on your return, having disregarded their

advice, forgotten their precautions, and advanced

too far, it became necessary to undo all that you

had artlessly been guilty of—that they found in

you too great anxiety to gain a powerful ally

—

You had forgotten the brood at home, and had

so far committed yourself as to endanger the nest

before it was completely feathered*. This is

natural,

* On Mr. A 's return to town from Kent a Council

was held, as it was believed by an anxious Public, upon some

important dispatches from the Continent. The only subject

which was discussed of importance on that day, however,

related to a proposition made in the openness of the Right

Jlon. Gentleman's heart, that, convinced of the diiSeulties

which threatened Administration from without and within,

he deemed it expedient to make such arrangements as might

induce a certain High Authority to take other men to his con-

fidence, at the same time reserving to themselves the choice

and selcftion of certain places, pensions, remunerations, &c.

kc. The discussion (it cannot be called a debate) was

spirited, but of short duration, and if I am rightly in-

formed, the Right Hon. Gentleman did not, as usual, take

a' middle course, but veer'd completely round, and joined

with bis brother councillors in an unanimous and manly re-

solutioH

—
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easy acquiescence in what you must have known

to be unfair at the time—for it appears as if the

sandion to future proceedings hinged here, rather

than in the High Quarter so often, and so indeli-

cately alluded to.

The Libel in question. Sir, does not merely in

the tone of authority give the secret fads of this

affair ; but, without appearing to assume the part

of a Casuist, it boldly asserts that you are still

inclined, " strongly inchned to comply with every

just and honourable wish of Mr. Pitt." Are we

to judge. Sir, by implication then, that the terms

of that Hon. and Right Hon. Gentleman were

unjust and dishonourable ?—If it mean any thing,

what can it mean else ?—And here, Sir, let me

ask, can you lay your head on your pillow satis-

lied with the cajolings of artful Dependents, and

the soothins; influence of adulation ?—Can Con-

•olution—to keep their places as long as they were able.

From this period the opening greatness of Administration

Biay be dated, how

Nihil est quoJ credere de sc

Not! possit.

*' But where has this Praxltyles been prying?" cry the be-

trayed Brethren. I answer—Walls, we have long been told,

have ears— that tknc 'vety 'walls, about two years and a

half ago, had mouths also, I very shrewdly suspcft. Why

then may they not babble a little to me, who can turn their

chit chat to such good purpose ?

science
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science be so silenced b}' the career of power as

to suffer without some murmur the transgression

of the first and most important principle of mo-

rality ?—Can ingratitude have so varnished her

hateful form, as to have glided imperceptibly into

your heart, and called up smiles to court the fa-

vour and to make proselytes of those whose princi-

ples, habit and education had taught you to des-

pise ?
—

'Tis strange, 'tis passing strange, too much

for our belief—yet facts are stubborn, and sur-

mise has almost shaken hands with conviction.

One only alternative is left, by which you may
escape the obloquy that general comment on your

private charadter is in the adl of producing—You
must acknowledge that the false zeal of surround-

ing, infatuated, and too deeply interested friends,

has led them to countenance untruths, and to

afford the apparent sandlion of Government to

the circulation of fabricated calumnies—or you

must, with such overbearing evidence attached to

the charge, submit to be esteemed the spring and

fountain-head of this unjust, unmerited, and un-

dignified assault upon your Predecessor in ofirce,

your former Patron, and your first Friend.

I have the Honour to be, Sir,

Your's, &c. &c.

FITZ-ALBION.

LETTER
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LETTER VIII.

To the Right Hon, Henry Addington) &c. &c,

SIR, Oci. 18, 1803.

ON a former occasion I cursorily noticed a

very conspicuous and most extraordinary paragraph

of the Government Pamphlet, which attempts to

fix the charge of folly and drivelling upon any

man who could at any time have entertained the

smallest degree of confidence in the durability of

the late Peace. The frivolous insolence of such

an observation, coming, which I assert it does,

from Ministers themselves, would require no fur-

ther incentive to general indignation, than its own

laboured publicity ; but it has produced an effect

very different, I presume, from that which your

friends intended, or the Treasury Advocate had

in contemplation when he made it. A man,

when he is told that he has committed himself)

or finds that he has fallen into any palpable error,

very naturally recurs to the circumstances which

led him astray, and to the aduating cause of his

having diverged from his regular and steady line.

When, therefore, the majority of the People of

Great Britain—who certainly were, by every art of

persuasion, and every trick of office, which they

were
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were far from suspecting at the time, duped into

the idea of the Peace being so carried as to admit

no doubt of its permanency— are told that they

are ideots and drivellers for giving any credit to

the assurances of Government, and should bury

their folly and credulity in some bye-place or cor-

ner, it is not very extraordinary that they should

feel inclined to ask, by what means they were

first led to adopt an opinion now so scouted and

so abundant in disgrace. The result of their in-

quiry must establish the point upon which the

learned Editor and myself are at issue ; whether

the believers in the durability of the Peace were

besotted by the dullness of their own perceptions,

or by the communicating influence of you, Sir,

and your Administration ;—whether, in short,

Nature has played them a slippery trick, or that

they have been made fools of by Mr. Adping-

TON.

The merits of the Treaty of AmienSy taken ab-

stradedly, are foreign to the present question. I

never could consider it as a Peace of glory, or a

subjed of National Gratulation; still it sheathed

the sword of desolation and blood, and was so

far welcome to every friend of humanity. The

terms were universally admitted to be excessive ;

and my Lord Grenville truly described the re-

lative state of the Contrading Parties, when he

made the itti possidetis the basis of the Negotiation

L 2 on
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on the part of the French, whilst the British

were obliged to submit to the status quo ante hel-

ium. Peace, such as it was, met the wishes of

some part of the Commtinity, though, upon the

whole, it was received with a chilling indifference,

and considered, as your new adherent Mr. She-

kid an charitably painted it, such as we might

be glad of, but could not possibly be proud of.

You, Sir, beheld the public opinion through

the medium of your own feelings j and that they

played the parasite, may be easily traced in the

terms which you applied to the Negotiation, and

its ultimate result, during the discussion of the

Definitive Treaty— this is farther confirmed by

the publication of a similar opinion in the Pam-

phlet of your Defender, who informs us that " the

Ministers were covfident of having deserved well ;

'ihey had (says he) obtained a Peace for the Country

beyond the hopes of the zvhest and nw^t sane nine of

their well- zvtshers.'' You, Sir, at the period to

which I have just alluded, declared in the House,

that you felt convinced the People hail'd your

Peace as a blessing—but did you stop here ? no.

Sir—" it was a blessing (you continued) which

would be long preserved by a system of firmness and

conciliation /" And yet now we ai'c officially ri-

diculed and contemned—we are pointed at by

every Clerk in the Treasury, for ever having

entertained
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entertained an idea of its durability*. " Go-

vernment (says our Editor), surely did not en-

courage too sanguine a hope of the duration of

Peace, when they described it to be an experiment.''*

When, Sir, was it ever described to be an expe-

riment, until its failure was evident to all ?—Did

* The Public might have had rather less confidence in the

durability of the Peace, in spite of the assurances of the Mi-

nister, that it nvould long be prtsiriedy had they been aware

that // nuas ne'ver intended to cofiform to a leading Article of

the Treaty of Amiens, and that it had been resol-ved, before

the Faith of the Country had been pledged to the fulfilment of

it, that Malta should be retained at all ei;ents. But this has

afforded us one of those h^'ppy specimens of Ministerial secrecy

so much extolled by the hired Panegyrists of the Party. It

was kept in the back ground, and therefore I must think it

unfair to treat us (Simpletons as we perforce acknowledge

ourselves to be), with such tauntingcontcmpt for our credulity.

I do not pretend to assume that we may not have so far de-

generated from the good Old Stock, as to have merited the

disgraceful charge of being Fools by Nature, but we were

unquestionably, as far as the Minister possessed the power

cf making con'verts (and some illustrious instances have oc-

curred of late), made the fools of Mr. Addington also;

and this inference very naturally presents itself upon reading

the elegant Reproach upon the Country ; or rather, it is drawn

by the Editor himself—that whoever could be made the dupe

of the Right Kon. Gentleman's stateraenrs or professions,

must be that Fool by Nature, by which the Near Observer

so quaintly and delicately designates the People of Great

Britain,

it
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it not first run a gauntlet of titles, and was not it

principally considered as unlikely to be infraded,

because, by giving up every thing, there remained

nothing to dispute about ? If, however, you

now choose to call it an experiment, let me ask

what was the experiment to establish ? Was it

a question of figures, or a puzzle at physiognomy ?

Was it a sum in arithmetic, or whether the

countenance of Bonaparte bespoke sincerity ?

If the former, the calculation resolves itself into

this simple query—How much a man may make

of the remainder, when he has given up every

thing?—if the latter, a disciple of Lavater
would have made an infinitely better Negotiator

than my Lord Cornwal lis. Would the people

of this Country, do you imagine. Sir, have been

so tamely acquiescent in the new-fangleddoftrine

which you broached during the discussion ot the

Preliminary Treaty ?—Would they have borne

to be told, that the retention of our Colonies, or

the preservation of our Conquests, was an inef-

fectual mode to counterbalance the aggrandize-

ment of France, and that the cession of both was

the only possible pledge of security ? Would they

have suffered a Minister to adt upon this prin-

ciple, had he fairly told them that these sacri-

fices were made merely to try an experiment ?

You are well aware, that in spite of the degrada-

tion to which this ill-governed Country is reduced

by the measures of your Administration, that she

would
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Would have crushed beneath her feet the man
who had dared thus to insult her. It was your

assurance, Sir, and the assurance of your Coadju-

tors, of the sincere disposition to Peace which you

had discovered in Bonaparte—your publicly

expressed conviction of the durability of the

Peace—of its being long preser-ved by a system of

firmness and conciliation^ that prevented an over-

whelming clamour against the terms of the Treaty.

—Would you. Sir, have been permitted to wilt

away with a dash of your pen, Conquests which

had been earned at the expence of the best blood

of Britain, of which millions of British money had

been expended in the cultivation, and from which

millions in return were calculated to be drawn,

had you then declared that you meant nothing

more than experiment ?—I have heard of a man
setting fire to a temporary edifice, for the purpose

of trying the experiment of extinguishing it j but

I have not, I confess, in my journey through

life, met with one mad enough to try the same

experiment upon his own dweUing, in which were

his wife, his children, his friends, domestics, and

treasures j or attempt, at the risk of his whole pos-

sessions, to establish a point so doubtful in its

cffeft, and so fatal in its failure.—Such a Philo-

sopher must fall under the censure of being Na-

ture's Fool, without requiring the assistance of

Mr. Addington's ratiocinations.—No, Sir, if

Peace was an experiment, it was an experiment

on
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on the side of Bonaparte, who has succeeded

in every part of it.—He has gained by it the

experience of our imbecility—lie has gained all

the Conquests and Colonies made in the course

of a long and successful War ; he has gained

time to make new Continental acquisitions ; and

he has gained the advantage (the greatest of all,

as it respeds the Continent of Europe), of placing

Great Britain in the light of an Aggressor—con-

viding her of a breach of faith, and degrading

her in the eye of surrounding Nations. 1 much

fear, that the frame and nature of our Constitu-

tion will not stand the expence of many more

such experiments ! Your Friend, Sir, who pro-

fesses to maintain a paradox (a profession that

was certainly unnecessary to any person who has

read his Pamphlet), laments that we had not more

Conquests, more Acquisitions—not to balance our

losses, but that we might have given ihem up!

This savours more of system. Sir, than any thing

which, with the stridest attention, 1 have been

able to discover in your Administration ; for the

principle which leads you to think the Country

better without her Colonies, may be traced in

your conducl: towards the Volunteers : you, no

doubt, consider them a more effective force with-

out arms in their hands, and therefore refuse to

supply them with such useless weapons of defence.

The Enemy is at our very gates, and our Volun-

teers are unarmed !—" True," you say, " but

they
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they are Volunteers still, and the Country is to

be saved by the brave Volunteers : we have

publicly thanked them for their future services,

and, if we think it expedient, we may give

them arms at some future opportunity." This, I

suspecl, will be something like your early naval

preparations ; and a Volunteer without arms is

no bad accompanyraent to a ship without sai'

lors !

But, Sir, how can you imagine the Country

will submit to be laughed at by your hirelings,

for having credited your assertions, and relied on

your promises ? Is the high authority of Govern-

ment to become the stage of a mountebank ? Is

the tone, the charader of diplomacy to be em-

ployed for the purposes of chicanery and decep-

tion ? Why, Sir, if you really felt the Peace, a

Peace of experiment, as you would have us believe,

did you not wait the gradual development of its

operation? Did you observe that Bonaparte sat

down fatigued and harassed, like a man after bat-

tle, throw aside his armour, lay by his sv;ord in

the scabbard, and turn his thoughts merely to

the ads of Peace and to his domestic duties?

Did he not, on the contrary, stalk forth, and Jay

his devastating hand upon the Italian Republic ?

Did he not pursue his system of aggrandisement

pending our Negotiations with him ? And yet,

when the Definitive Treaty was signed, was there

a moment lost in dismantling our Navy, or dis-

banding our Army ? Did we not outstrip the

M usual
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usual routine of business to put ourselves in a

state to cry out to France, *' There, see our dis-

position—see what we have done !" without once

looking to BoNAPA-RTE, or thinking to regulate

our motions by his—still you assured us ot the

First Consul's sincerity, and the angry tumult of

your soul would have crushed the daring Libeilist

who could even suspect the gentle, tradable,

and humble-niinded Despot of France.—Were

the People to suppose that men entrusted with

their rights, their properties, their lives and

liberties, were so utterly destitute of foresight,

prudence, and precaution, as to rely upon a lite-

ral profession, which is all you, Sir, could have

trusted to, from the Enemy ?—could they ima-

gine that with the best means or information

of what was adually going forward, the word of

Government was not to be relied on ?—No, Sir,

the Country had been in the habit of confiding

for eighteen years in the charafter, integrity, ve-

racity and talents of Administration.—They have

only now learnt, and that to the cost of the little

popularity, as a well-meaning man, which your

friends conceived you once to possess, that they

have been deceived, and that they are laughed

at for their credulity. They have parted with

their Conquests and their Colonies, and now are

told they were given up as an experiment, to

purchase a phantom. They are, in short, termed

drivellers and fools by those Ministers whose ads

have deceived them—and termed so, because they

believed
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believed what His Majesty's Confidential Ser-

vant told them, and trusted in assurances which

his every public aft confirmed.—Whether a People

so treated are fools by Nature, or by Mr. Ad-

dington's persuasion, I leave others to decide.'

If they suffer themselves to be so cajoled again,

they must be found guilty of the charge of folly,

from whatever cause it may result.

I have the Honour to be, Sir,

Yours, he.

FITZ-ALBION.

M2- LETTER
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LETTER IX.

To the Right Hon. Henvy Addington, &c. &c.

SIR, OB. 29, ISOS.

I NEVER knew a man officiously forward

in his own defence, who did not excite suspicion,

and lead the world to imagine that he was merely

anticipating some meditated and well-founded

attack upon his charader or condu6l. But when

to this over-anxiety to vindicate himself, is super-

added equivocation and subterfuge ; when we

hear him on one occasion unsaying what he has

affirmed on a former, and bringing forward con-

tradidory evidence to establish his innocence,

suspicion would cease to be the sensation of the

public mind, and doubt would vanish before the

convidion ot his guilt. That such are the un-

favourable appearances that attach to your cause,

from the indiscreet defence and unjustifiable zeal

of yourself and family, you are by this time, no

doubt, sorely sensible. The many inconsisten-

cies which charaderize the Pamphlet universally,

as it is justly, attributed to the agency of Go-

vernment, are but so many irrefragable proofs of

its falsehood j and 1 trust that should the day

arrive when a Defender and Advocate upon a

more
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more important service may be needed, you will

learn from your late error (to give it no harsher a

name), that little is to be gained by duplicity, and

that an attempt to degrade high character is the last

and worst mean you can employ to vindicate your

own. Your friends had hoped, no doubt, that the

effed of its calumny would have operated, whilst

'

the Libel itself (so opportunely published at the

rising of Parliament) would be forgotten— they

thought that, like other ephemeral productions,

it might afford a nine day's gossip, but that the

sting only would remain by the month of Novem-

ber. They did not calculate upon the advan-

tage of novelty, having in their zeal forgotten

that an Official Libel was a phenomenon in the

annals of British Politics. Strange therefore to

say. Fame has done more for the work than its

Fabricators either hoped or intended. It was

imagined, no doubt, that the docility with which

the People bent beneath a Power that could not

command respedl or attention in the various De-

partments of Office*, would be as favourable to

the

* It is said that Mr. A having heard much of the

discontents which prevailed through the whole Naval De-

partment, and of the ill state of preparation in which we stood

at a particular period, prevailed on himself by a week's im.

bibition of resolution, to encounter the First Lord, and ex-

plain the necessity of making certain changes for the good of

the Public Service. The Right Hon. Gentleman, th^ urbanity

and
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the dissemination of personal calumny, as it had

been tolerant towards the errors and weaknesses

of

and milkiness of whose manners are known to all who have

ever seen or conversed with him, proposed to himself to

soften down the unwelcome proposition of Resignation, by

palliations peculiarly his own. His exordium was profession.

The Noble Earl, though sometimes accustomed to profess

himself, waited with seeming impatience for a fair insight

into the subjeft of this Official Visitation. Wound up at

last to a pitch of unprecedented energy, the Premier spoke

of ** dissatisfaftion—of popular opinion—of necessary sacri-

fices of Party to the interests of the Public—of the policy of

bending to the voice of the People." When the Noble Karl,

turning round with admirable g'aiety, replied—" Then lohy

do not YOU resign?" Embarrassmeat palsied the opposed

Party—the countenance fell; it was, however, but a momen-

tary dejeftion. Smiles flew to their old resting places : the

Right Hon. Gentleman took his leave with cordiality—felt

happy when he had reached the outer gate, and in a few weeks

subsequent to this interesting interview, it would have been

deemed petty treason in the Cabinet to have reflefted upon any

one measure of the Board of Admiralty ! I remember a cir-

cumstance in the life of Lord Chatham, relative tea secret

expedition, in 1763, which that prompt and energetic States-

men wished to have prepared by a certain day. The Heads

of Departments declared the utter impossibility of getting

things ready at so short notice. The Minister sent for his

Secretary, Wood, at midnight, and dispatched him to Lord

Anson, then First Lord of the Admiralty, with this laconic

message :
— '' If Lord Anson does not obey my orders, I

will impeach him." And to Lord Ligonier and Sir Charles

Frederick the same, with the addition to the latter, that

** if His Majesty's orders were not immediately obeyed,

they
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of Administration. But, Sir, the critical situa-

tion of the Country might induce the PubUc to

bear an evil in silence, when the remedy was

hazardous. or difficult. They took their tone, as

they, have imbibed their spirit, from the manly

politics of Mr. Pitt, who was of opinion " that

the functions of the Executive Power might be

suspended, and the regular means of communi-

cation between the Parliament and the Throne

cut off for weeks, perhaps months, by an attempt

to displace one Administration and to introduce

a new one." To this you may attribute the pa-

tient forbearance ot the People, during the va-

cillating measures adopted, rejtded, changed, re-

versed, and renewed, by your Administration;

but it was not to be supposed that this acqui-

escence was to extend to extra-official Vices ; that

the character ui a Statesman, to .vhom, his Libeller

is compelled to admit, the People looked up and

felt that Troy could be defended by no other

arm, should be anonymously vilified by the offi-

cials of Government ! That baseness, treacher)%

and deceit, should be made charges against a

man, whose advice, even in the degraded picflure

drawn of him by the cloaked assassins of his fair

they were the last he should ever receive !" In spite of m-

fosstbilitiesy the thing was done, and the expedition ready to

the hour. But the sway of Ministers should have nothing

personal in it; the men should not be visible, forsooth, in the

afts of their authority. Fiddle faddle

!

name.
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name, is allowed to be the best hope of the State,

was too glaringly inconsistent—too base a viola-

tion of decency, as well as precedent, not to dis-

gust every honest man, and offend those even

who had hitherto given you credit for candour

and good intention.

To the unbroken friendship of my Lord

Grenville and Mr. Pitt, your Defender at-

tributes the loss of the latter Gentleman's sup-

port of your Administration. But though you

have been deprived, he says, of his personal re-

gard, you still have received his support and ap-

probation in every one of your measures. You

are well aware. Sir, of the injustice and falsehood

of this assertion—but it remains uncontradided

by you— 1 think I may be able to point out an-

other and a more efficient cause for the Dissolu-

tion of that Friendship, which induced your great

Predecessor to support you in spite of the early

Errors of your Administration—that Friendship

which led him to hope that Amendment might

succeed Experience, and that by his Assistance

and Advice, a more decided line of condud might

be pursued—that Friendship which rendered him

deaf to the Remonstrances of those who would

have drawn him from the support of a Govern-

ment which seemed to threaten destrudion to all

who were concerned in it—that Friendship, with-

out which, you do not hesitate to admit, you ne-

ver could have accepted the gracious Offer of His

Majesty
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Majesty's Confidence. Power, Sir, had blinded'

you, not meicly to the good of your Country,

but to the extent of the talent and capacity of

your Administration. " You felt confident you

deserved well for having obtained a Peace beyond

the hopes of the wisest and most sanguine of

your weH-wisher?." Jf tins be so, and 1 quote

your iriend's words, 1 can only express my admi-

ration at the moderate hopes entertained by such

intimate, interested, and well-informed Partizans.

This confidence in the good opinion of the People,

was quickly worked up, by the lively imagination

of your friends, into popular admiration. Cer-

tain }iear Friends (you will bear me out), insinu-

ated, that a Statesman who could thus conciliate

the public mind, must not, could not, brook

controul from any man. Such a Minister must

no longer be, as the witlings of the Old Opposi-

tion had considered him, a Puppet ; that is, you

were to be above advice—though " your abilities

were untried"— and spurn all profferrcd aid, be-

cause you had determined " to walk without the

leading-string." You, Sir, lent a willing ear to

these soft insinuations—the oily incense found

its way to the heart, and soon penetrated to the

very core. The sincerity, the good intentions

which had before been considered the corner-

stones of the fabric, were undermined and loosened

—deceit glided in, and caution guarded every

outlet.—Yes, Sir, that Friend to whom you owe

N all
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all you have of good, was told, on more occa-

sions than one, the truth, perhaps, but not all

the truth, nor, 1 am sorry to add, 7iothing but the

truth. This was not a very generally known fad ;

but your Friends, Sir, ever anxious to add to

your increasing and self-magnifying bulk of fame,

blazoned it forth as an instance of your dextrous

policy; and leaving the heart to shift for itself,

endeavoured to raise a trophy, I will not say upon

the weaker part, but on that part which had

hitherto been considered least entitled to the

honours of a triumph 1 *' If," said they, ** our

Leader is capable of over-reaching his great Pre-

decessor, we need not despair of his abilities being

equal to the exigency of the times." This was a

glorious, but somewhat hasty conclusion ; for I

believe it will be admitted that the dullest rogue

in the whole cargo of exports for Botany Bay

might pick the pocket of Mr. Pitt, or steal his

purse ; but, if we pursue the analogies of the two

cases, I do not think that the People of Great

Britain would be satisfied with the super eminent

talents, in his own line, of BARRi^iGTON himself,

as the Keeper of the King's Exchequer, or Turn-

key of the Royal Treasury.

You, however. Sir, shall remain in undisturbed

and unenvied possession of the honoui; your

Friends have assigned to you. I shall not dis-

pute the testimony of such authorities to confirm

my statement, that circumstances of great im-

portance
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portance were, pending the Negctiations in Paris,

withheld from the knowledge of Mr. Pitt, and

that the greatest man in the Empire was deceived !

What, then, must have been the indignant feel-

ings of that Statesman to find himself so unwor-

thily treated, and that. Sir, by you? It was ap-

prehended by half-conscious incapacity, that he

would have disapproved—yet half-policy urged

the necessity of retaining his support. This

was to be secured by deception, not less mean in

the promoters of it, than ruinous to the Public

Cause, and the Cabinet has, in its turn, suffered

no less than our devoted Country, by the adop-

tion and devious pursuit of half measures.

Here, Sir, we find the real source of dissatis-

fadion towards you personally in the breast of

Mr. Pitt.— It was not, as implied by your De-

fender, the intrigues of my Lord Grenville
that worked the revolution in his opinion—it

was the intrigues of Administration— it was the

insults given to the feelings, and the imposition

pradised upon the partiality of your illustrious

Friend, that first bade him beware of too impli-

cit reliance upon all that was told hini.—It was

the development of the weak and imbecile line

of condud which had been so secretly and politic

cally pursued, that disgusted him. He might

have pardoned in the individual, what could not

be overlooked when the interests and very exist-

ence of the Empire he had more than once §aved,

N 2 were
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were involved and endangered. He was, there-

fore, alarmed and offended, and thus far our

learned Editor and myself have met at one

point—" that Mr. Addington has been deprived

of Mr. Pitt's friendship i" but it will be long

ere we meet at the second—** that every one

of his measures has received his (Mr. Pitt's)

support and approbation."—Ihis is the Jesuiti-

cal echo of the Treasury Bench watch-word,

and the principle of men and not measures is

most liberally'insinuated against the Ex-Minis-

ter. But let me i sk, Sir, does the line which

Mr. Pitt took upon Mr. Patten's Motion,

form one of the proofs ct his unvaried approba-

tion*, or are the Debates—and a second division

upon

* To defend Mr. Pitt against the weak and laboured attacks

upon this memorable occasion, would be to insult his feelings,

and degrade his character.—Shall a man have need to defend

a condudl, which the conscientious knowledge of his duty

prompts ? Forbid it Flonour !—The late Minister had pledged

himself to support his Successor as long as he conduced the

affairs of Government upon the same broad and principled

scale, which had rendered the name of Britain feared or be-

loved throughout the Continent of Europe.—This line for a

short period was pursued. Then sprung up a new and child-

ish policy ; or, rather, no policy—an unsystematic deviation

from all acknowledged principles of Government, which

alarmed him.—For a time, he trusted to its being a tempo-

rary aberration from right, and looked to new measures as

the result of better counsel.—He saw, however, the rank

apostacy adhered to as tenaciously as the totallack of consist-

ency
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upon the Propert}' Tax, to be considered as illus-

trative of his uniform support of all your mea-

sures ? Conscious how truly it had been merited,

your friends no doubt expected his decided

and thwarting opposition to all your proposi-

tions, and looked to their own annihilation

from the angry breath of his nostrils.—With
this impression upon their minds, it was per-

haps natural that they should construe his for-

bearance into support, and his silence, upon the

ground of an old proverb, into approbation ;—but.

Sir, his condud referred not to you nor to your

Administration—He felt that difficulties might

arise in a change of iVIinisters, and determined to

cncy in the Ministerial Phalanx could permit.—His duty was

clear—he did not attempt to harass the Government in the

hour of difficulty and embarrassment—but he disapproved the

line they were pursuing, and did not disguise the feelings to

which the imbecility and rashness of these men gave birth.

When, therefore, the great question of general Impeachment

was brought forward, what part, as a Statesman and as a Man

of Honour, could he possibly take, except the one which he

manfully adopted ?—He could not condemn i;i totoy because he

had approved /// part,—He could not, contrary to every

feeling of conscientious reftitude, solemnly vote unqualified

approbation, because he had perceived serious cause for dis-

approval of the condu(fl of the men in power. He waved the

question, not less from a desire to avoid any specific pledge

on the part of the House, than from a feeling of the critical

and awful circumstances in which the Country had been so

criminally involved.

watch.
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watcb, with tlie feeiings of a conscientious guar-

dian, the Constitution which he perceived to be

in danger, and to avert, by every means his great

mind could suggest, the storm which threatened

the Country from without.— it will not be amiss,

however, to inquire of your Defender, how he or

yourself can reconcile this avowal of Mr. Pittas

constant support and approbation of all your mea-

sures, with theprinciple of ^the Pamphlet, if any

principle can be considered as predominant in it,

which goes to censure and stigmatize that Gen-

tleman and his friends for having promised, but

having discontinued their support ?— I take no ad-

vantage of an isolated sentence— It is an open and

decided assertion, not that Mr. Pitt did at one

time support and approve, but that he has sup-

ported and approved every measure of Mr. Ad-

dikgton's Administration. I do not assume

too much, surely, when 1 infer, that the whole

bent and purport of the Treasury Pamphlet is to

prove that Mr. Pitt is condemnable for having

withdrawn his approbation ; that he did promise

support, but that he on the contrary arraigned or

impeded your measures ; and yet you now make

your Advocate declare that he has supported and

approved your whole Poli4lcai Conduct—So much

for Consistency. Let us proceed, however, from

this declaration of Mr. Pitt's uniform support

and approbation, a few pages further, where we

jliall not only find a very explicit self-contradic-

tion
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tion of it, but a new, most extraordinary, and

equally self-contradiclory charge against the late

Minister—" The Parliamentary Conducft (ob-

serves our Editor), of Mr. Pitt appears decid-

edly hostile, and calculated in a particular man-

ner to embarrass the Administration of the Fi-

nances!" A charge more vviliuily base, or more

palpably false, was, 1 verily believe, never made

in the face of day.—Did Mr. V insist upon

the insertion of this paragraph, or was it found

by yourself. Sir, in spite of that ahle Financier's

pre-instruclions, so very embarrassing to answer

a few necessary, and, to the Country, important

questions upon this subject, that you think it tair

to stigmatize a man who presumes to put them

to the Minister, as a hostile and disaffeded cha-

racter ?—Sir, it would have been wiser to have

published a separate Pamphlet for each depart-

ment of Administration, than to suffer each to

subscribe its grievances, expose its soreness, re-

gister its errors, and record its rancour, in diredt

contradidtlon to the assertions of each other, and

in counteraclion of the very intention which each

very naturally- took for the basis of its Rcpreserr-

tations, viz. Public pity for themselvei, and

public execration against the cruel men who could

differ in opinion so harshly with new beginners,

and who were unwilling that the Country should

be lost whilst young Gentlemen were serving an

apprenticeship !—Something like system might

have
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ha,ve been then preserved; but system, 1 am

aware, is not the order of the day, nor, till you

have suffered, in your own person, further simi-

lar mischances, will you begin to perceive that

something more is necessary towards the Govern-

ment of a great Empire, than an oscillatory policy,

which, like the regimen of a hypochondriac, must

vary with every change of weather, give way to

every gust of fancy, and tend to no permanent

advantage.

I have the Honour to be. Sir,

Yours, &c.

FITZ'ALBION.

i

LETTER
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LETTER X.

To the Right Hon. Henri/ jiddingtoUy &c. &c.

SIR, Oa. 29, 1S03.

• IT is not possible seriously to meet the

charge, from any quarter, of Mr. Pitt's " hos-

tile intention of embarrassing the Administra-

tion of the Finances."—If the present Financial

Arrangements, as they nozv appear, are ot that

Gentleman's suggestion, 1 must admit, be his in-

tention what it might, he could not have more

effcclually carried his point. If his purpose had

been to embarrass the Administration of the Fi-

nances, or to prove himself hostile towards the

Minister, he could not, under those circumstan-

ces, have displayed more skill than he has done

in producing, under that Minister's name, a

measure of Finance which, having gone through

both Houses of Parliament, has passed into a

Law—which not a Commissioner knows how to

carry into effect—nor (in spite of demi-ofiicial

Pamphlets, Abstrads and Explanations, which

serve at best to make the darkness visible) an

individual in the Community how to decypher or

render intelligible—a measure, in short, which

must be revised and riew- modelled before it can

o be
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be executed. Now, Sir, yo\i will, perhaps, be

surprized, and suppose me some faithful Achates

of your Party, wrapped merely up in the dis-

cruise of a New Oppositionist, when I solemnly

declare that I do think your former Friend

and Predecessor in Office, was the adual cause of

the Uiiintelligibility and impraclicability of the

present Property Billy as it must be called.

—

" Fi£loriar cries your Editor—" ViBoriay^ re-

sounds through the vaulted roofs of the Treasury

San£tum.—" This is what we all have urged, buc

no one was found to believe us. You concede

this."—Truly, Gentlemen, 1 do—but 1 fear you

will not approve my premises, although there ap-

pears a degree of harmony in our conclusions. I

understand that it was the avowed intention and de-

termination of Ministry to form the present Bill

on Property, indiredl opposition and contra-distinc-

tion to the Income Tax—to define the line of the

latter, to the best of their capacity, for the pre-

cise purpose of contrasting it in ail its bearings.

Well have they succeeded in rendering obscure

and unintelligible even to themselves, that which

was clear and open to the meanest comprehension,

and of disfiguring a finished Performance to make

It pass for their own*.

Thus,

* Yet, strange to say, the natural and invincible antipa-

tky to system, whkh charafterizes our present Ministers,

has
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Thus, Sir, I am willing* to admit that Mr.

Pitt was the first, tliough innocent cause of your

present dilemma.—Nay, so humbled in your eyes

appear to be the once highly-rated talents and opi-

nions of your illustrious Predecessor, that we are

told the ultimate success of his attempt to maintain

unimpeached, the credit of the Country, in the

Debate respecting the immediate Tax upon the

Funds, was attributable to the "weight of his

authority" mercl}-, and not to the " depth of his

arguments," (a curious admission upon the part

of Government !} Now had this Umpire of the

respedive merits of Mr. Pitt, Sir, and yourself,

attended somewhat more minutely to thcsubjed,
,

he would in candour have acknowledged, that the

converse was the fad. Mr. Pitt opposed the mea-

sure of taxing the Funds, upon a principle, and by

has led them Into innumerable instances of the most childish'

and absurd inconsistencj', in the prosecution of this favorite

measure—and the Public Interpreter, in his First Part of the

Exposition of the AA (occupying on/j- sixty-six close printed

oftavo pages) speaking of two General Heads, affecling a
great Class of the People, observes, « The manner of ef-

fefting this part of the Measure is sometjohat intricate, and

not entirely adapted to the General Plan of the Tax." Go-
vernment, we hope, purpose defraying the Expences of this

Public Instruaion. The People are willing and ready to

throw in their Contributions to the Treasury of the St&te

but it would be very hard to be compelled to go to 5c" ?:I

and pay for Lessonjto instrud them in what that Contribution

should consist,

O 2 argv.mtntt
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^jf^-^/w^w/j" which were convincing and incontroverti-

ble. It yN2iSjourauthority. Sir, that carried the ques-

tion by a majority of 150, against Mr. Pitt's

division of co. It was the weia^ht of that able

Statesman's arguments that carried his negatived

question unanimously the very next day. That

which as a Minister, you were able to support by

a majority of 3 to i on Wednesday, you exposed

your Friends and Supporters, by reversing on ihe

Thursday; and after having on the former occa-

sion combated every point with something more

than sarcastic acrimony, you on the latter made

the amende honorable^ by eating your words, and

rendering null and void a vote proposed by your-

self four and twenty hours before, and passed by

a majority of the Imperial Parliament

!

So much for the charge against Mr. Pitt's

determination to embarrass the Finances of the

Country, and so much for the consistency of the

Libel, which almost in the same breath asserts

that it was to his authority, and not to his argu-

ments (page 66) he was indebted for the adop-

tion of his proposition—and (page 68) that his

(Mr. Pitt's) Financial skill, his commanding

eloquence, and his still (modest) great influence

in the Country, would be a tower of strength to

His Majesty's Government!

But the ingenuity of your Editor has discovered

a property in the texture of our Ex-minister's

inind, and of its relative powers, which must

prove
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prove to you a treasure endless and inexhausti-

ble. He is at first described as a being of a

superior order— the sublimity of whose soul, the

depth of whose information, and the blaze of

whose commanding eloquence, have exalted, re-

fined, and enlightened mankind!—Bur, strange to

relate, all these endowments are temporary

—

merely co-existent with oiiice—they are, as it

were, but the lining of a black silk gown, which,

like the carpet of Prince Houssain, can bear him,

to every Court in the Universe, and iiistrucl hira

in the Arcana of every Cabinet in Europe, but

which, once thrown by, loses all its virtues. Thus,

after eighteen years of self-delusion, the cloud

is dissipated, and the humble William Pitt,

in rashly giving up this Panoply of State, whose

communicating influence had so long rendered

him dreaded by the few who did not love him, is

now discovered to be a harmless^ stinglessy inoffen-

sive animal, no longer to be feared by the /jum-

blest of his kind. His habits, his tones, his ges-

tures, are all official, and tacked to the cloak of

the Chancellorship of the King's Exchequer!

The prize is yours, Sir, lose none of its advan-

tages—reap them as your Predecessor has done ;

and, / need not add^ bev^-are of the consequences

oi letting go your hold 1

Is this then the suggestion of some babbling

Court Thersites, and is the comment which fol-

lows, the wholesome reprimand of some more pru-

dent
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dent Counsellor ? Could the confusion of ideas

which has so frequently betrayed this Public De-

famer into inconsistencies, lead him to pronounce

a deliberate censure on his own intemperate ob-

servations ? " The iirst offering upon the altars

of our Country should be Private Rivalries and

Party Hatred !'* Indeed ! upon what principk,

kt me ask, has this most principled Publication

been B?hered into public notice t As a sacrifice

no doubt of " your interested, mijicsi, and ambi'

iiom passions /'* They are, then, departed Spirits j

and now you will hear the dispassionate counsel

of a man, who cannot in his Country's cause feel

lukewarm. I know what I owe to the Constitu-

tion, and the blessings which our Forefathers de-

rived and handed down to us from the gradual

expansion of its excellence. 1 see it environed,

by dangers of various hue— I am told i can-

not be your friend and flatterer too—I shall not

attempt it ; nor can f deny that the Administra-

tion at the bead of which ycfu, Sir, are placed,

are far from possessing, in my opinion, or in the

judgment of any unbiassed man in the Empire or

in Europe, those resources within yourselves, that

lalent, vigour or judgment, the genius or elevation

ot sentiment sufficient to meet the most awful and

doubtful crisis of our History.—You cannot, will

not be oflended at this sentiment, since you your-

self have not only acknowledged, but aded upon

in
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ir, and still are afllng upon it*.—Every day

brings us nearer to our fdtQy be it marked by a

black or white stone—Every hour brings forth

some fresh instance of deficiency in these who arc

set up and appointed to encounter it.—Whence,

let me ask, has arisen this new over-cocfidence?

—

Has any great or important point been carried j

—

or do your spirits rally as the danger approaches?

Levins solet timere qui proprius timet.— Is it that

you have thrown tiie die, and are determined to

* It is reported, and I repeat it with a perfcft confidence In

the faft, that Mr. Addington is at this time endeavouring

to negotiate a Coalition with the Old Opposition, and with

Mr. Fox in particular.—How can this be reconciled with

the isolated attack upon that Gentleman by our Treasury

Broadswordsraan r—He says, that " he is not aware of more

than one case, in which Mr. Fox and his Minority could be

considered as a possible Administration ; and that is, the suc-

cess of the Invasion, or some other great disaster, which

should lay us at the foot of France." Pray Heaven there be

nothing prophetic [ Wc may thank our Stars, that as yet

we are not at the foot of France—but the terrible dilemma

to which the weak and imbecile conduft (for I mast still in-

si<t upon the applicability of these epithets, in spite of the

Tre^isury Editor) of Ministers, have reduced us, requires aJi

the nerves of an Addington to view our state with indiffe-

rence. That we are open to disaster under the influence of

such Councils, I feel assured—and this is the very moment,

that the same,men court Mr. Fox into Administration, who

so lately told him " he never could be a Minister to a British

King!"—What strange cenclusions might we not diaw^'

tad we any faith in the prognostics of old women.

abide
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abide the hazard of it, without refle6ling haw

many millions of people are involved in the effeds

of your rash temerity ? Whence is this open

contempt of j)ublic opinion, and this defiance

to ail talent ?— Is it the acquisition ofMr. Tier-

NEY as Treasurer of the Navy, or the promise to

Mr.SnERiDANof a Presidency or a Secretaryship?

Whatever may be the cause, the effeds are to be

deprecated by every true friend to his Country.

—

Beware, Sir, you build not upon a sandy basis

—

lest in avoiding the phantom of a Scylla, yoo

fall headlono; into a substantial Charyedis—

A

Tory who tlirows himself into the power of the

Whio^s, will not find a resource in his own weak-

ness—Pity is the last sensation such apostacy will

excite among those whose cabals and machina-

tions have so long been baffled by the principles

which you are about to abandon.—Is it possible

that I should be addressing myself to Mr. Ad-

ding ton, whom I remember, so short a time

since, the rcspedable and respected Friend of

Mr. Pitt 1— I proffer the humble advice of an

individual to such a man, to avoid the consumma-

tion of a Coalition already begun, from which

the political profligacy of France would turn with

abhorrence, and which every Briton must look

upon as the death-blow to Political Honesty, and

the signal of destruilion to the Constitution of

^ur Forefathers.

Save yourself ere it be too late : seek thosef

genial
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genial shade where the duties of a parent and a

husband may conciliate the regards of private

Jife. You cannot be so paralyzed by the poison

of flattery, as to credit the disguised underminer

of your honour and your reputation, when he

tells you, that you are able, vigorcm, ^nd for-

tunate ! Know you not.

Let Ministers be what they will.

You find their levees always fill;

Ev'n those who have perplex'd a state.

Whose a^lipns claim contempt or hate.

Think, Sir, that though you cannot by your

councils avert the storm which han^s over us,

you possess the negative consolation of knowing,

that it is in your power to retrieve our errors by

xvithdrawing the fatal cause that induced them.

Banish the adulatory deception of dependants

—

listen to the words of sincerity— corre<5t and com-

pose your mind, and be—any thing but what you

arc.

Pow'r by the breath of Flattery nurs'dj

The more it swells, is nearer burst
;

The bubble breaks, the gew-gaw ends,

And in a dirty tear descends,

I have the Honour to be, Sir,

Yours, &c.

FITZ-ALBION.'

LETTER
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LETTER XI.

To the Right Hon. Henry Addington, &c. &c.

SIR, Nov. g, 1S03.

WE are told that the Pitt and Gren-
viLLE Party, '' like the Claudian Family in

Rome, do not coalesce and assimilate with the

Genius and Temper of the Country,"—The ab-

surdity of the allusion I leave the young Clerk

of the Pells at Winchester to expose, whilst I

undertake the more grateful office of extrading

some of that oily incense which your Friend,

who cannot be your flatterer, has here poured

out with so profuse a hand.—" The present Mi-

nisters, he thinks, have this advantage, this hap-

piness over them (the late Ministers), that they

fall in with the character of the Nation," (it was

surely unnecessary to add insult to injury.) '* I

distinguish nothing personal in their sway—the

men are not visible in the ads of their authority

•—they seem to be the servants, not the masters

of the Public -, the Nation governs itself more

under them, and for them." 1 have more than

once hinted a suspicion, that this friendly Editor

was a Censiirer in disguise—not that I consider

yvhat I have just quoted as praise undeserved.^—li

it
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it be considered as praise by you—hear it repeated

by me, and enjoy it. You will be unenvied in

the possession of such a charadler by any man

capable of conducting, as they should be, the

affairs of a great Empire.

—

As it is, however,

assigned to you by those who ought to be the

best informed upon the point, it claims some

little animadversion on the part of the Public.

—

In the first place, let us inquire whence this apti-

tude to the public mind has arisen—and how it

has evinced itself in contra-distindion to the un-

assimilating and uncoalescing qualities ot the

late Ministers. I have never heard. Sir, of any

School of Politics in which you studied, except

that to which you are now opposed. You were,'

as I have aUvays understood, a suckling of that

Party; and that you took all your degrees thence,

I am pretty certain. Your Creed, it was sup-

posed, was extraifted from the Manual of your

early Friend ; and the Dodor, it has been said,

tore a leaf out of the great Chatham's book

for you. But, alas ! I speak of old times—out

upon it— the Do6tor and his Lordship both seem

forootten now-a-days. The latter I conclude is

assigned over to the Britannic appendages of the

Claudian Family—It is only, therefore, since

you have thrown by your leading-strings, that

you are become this idol congenial to British

hearts.—Every effed, we are taught to believe,

must have a cause, and experience has so fre-

p 2 quently
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quently led us to credit the doflrine, that I have

ventured to trace this curious and rapid revolution

to its origin.—When it was resolved at a certain

Cabinet Council to which I have already referred,

that you were to be a child no longer—when the

Elders of the State assembled together, with the

eyes and feelings of the Nation bent upon the re-

sult of their deliberations, and they, good souls 1

having merely negatived your proposition, that

they should resign their places, decreed that you

were no longer to be ledy you felt that even thus

supported you had not the full use of your mem-
bers '.—your Friends had therefore recourse to

the Cunning Woman over the way—She flattered

you—she nursed you—caught you when you

stumbled—frightened away the wicked people

that would have worried you j till at length you

felt that you could not do without her j and so

became, in the language of the nursery, her pet

and play-thing,—Habits beget congeniality, and

the Old Opposition, who, upon the principle laid

down by your Defender, are entitled to the first

eulogium, imparted some of those popular no-

tions which were to render you the idol of the

People, as the Head of the Party had so long been

termed and considered the Vox Populi—You could

not even here, however, take a decided line—Here,

where your most essential interests were con-

cerned, not on a national or secondary considera-

tion, but on your own private and individual wel-

fare.
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fare. " The Minister," in the words of your

Panegyrist, '* as usual took the middle course."

—So that whilst one party reprobates an apostacy

more flagrant than the blushing record of former

times conveys to us— the other contemns you for

not opening your arms unhesitatingly to it.—

That this is your ultimate purpose I have no

doubt, but between two stools (1 mean no invi-

dious allusion to that part of our late Minister by

which your new Ally some time since designated

you), we have long been taught to think a man

may fall to the ground.—You must do things at

leisure—you are not rapid in your movements—

that was the vice of your Predecessor

—

Bis dat qui

dat cito^ is become an old woman's song, and

Vemeiiti occtirrite morbo a mere school-boy's say-

ing*. Thus, Sir, having accounted for this po-

pularity,

* "It is true, Mr. Pitt and the Grenvilles think a great

deal more might have been done, and a great deal quicker,

but this is the chara(5teristic failing of the Family.—For Ef-

fefl and Greatness all must have been voted at once, the ope-

ration of each impeded by the others," &c. {Cursory Re.

marks, page 8i.)

I have known certain very good sort of middling Men, wha

could not play at Whist or Quadrille if a person stood behind

them, or held a conversation in their hearing ; and I have also

known Phillidor sit, surrounded by a crowd, and play four

distind games of Chess at the same time.

Non omnia, &c.

The first description of men pass quietly through Society,

partly
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Nation, which you are led to believe you have

acquired, it will be an amusing, and by no means

an unapt speculation now, to collect together the

general principles of your Eulogist, and define the

requisites and charafteristics of a popular Mini-

ster—It will not be offensive to you. Sir—it is

merely^ Spedrum.—A Minister, upon the system

of that Gentleman, should be of gentle and im-

posing manners—urbane to all, and ever smiling,

like Patience, though grief or indignation be rank-

lino- in his heart—He must ever profess good in-

tentions, though his adions appear in the face of

day to be impelled by the worst passions of our

nature—He should look upon the retention of his

place ^as the first and foremost objed ; the remu-

neration of his family and relatives as the second,

and the good of the Country, if it come in his

way, by the commands of the Majesty of the

People, may be taken leisurely into contempla-

tion—He should be open to all Parties, and in-

partly from being overlooked, and partly from the urbane to-

lerance of a limited circle of Friends ; but if an individual of

this stamp were to start up and call Mons. Phillidor acox-

comb and pretender, because he not only attempted to play,,

not only hoped to get the better of his adversary, but abso.

lutely did, at every table, Check-Mate him, I am very much

inclined to think that the good sort of Gentleman would be

despisfed by the world for his arrogant absurdity, and scouted

even by his own associates as a Driveller and Nincompoop.

fluenced
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fluenced by them alternately—he should just pos-

sess art enough to impose upon his early Friends

till his seat is secured, and just effrontery sufficient

to turn his back upon ojpcious Patrons, when he

thinks he has no further need of them. If an

error occur, or even a blunder, which will be the

case sometimes, let him convert it into principle

—and when by delay or want of energy, the Coun-

try is reduced to any serious dilemma, he must

manfully avow, that he ads in dirc6t opposition to

the intemperate haste of Predecessors. Should

he perceive any lurking embers of a revolutionary

spirit, let him not risk to burn his fingers upon

speculation—they may never break forth ; and

if they do, it will be the di<flate of the People,

and he must recolledl that the Minister is no

longer the Servant of the Crown, but the Servant

of the People—the black and gilded livery Lacquey

to the Imperial Multitude*.—He is to suffer the

People to identify themselves with him, and to

permit those germs of equality which filled the

galleries of the Convention to spread through our

Legislative discussions
-f.

This will secure him

friends

* " They seem to be the servants, not the masters of the

People—the Nation governs itself, &c. p. 80.

+ How lamentably tempting must it sound in the ears of

the staunch body of revolutionists who, in 1795 and 1796,

h^d rallied round them such a phalanx of oppressed talent and

political enthusiasm, that Ministers now.a-days are not of

so
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friends among his masters, and should they be

inclined to march to St. James's or to Bucking-

ham-
50 bloody-minded, hard-hearted a nature as those with whom
they had at that period to cope. The Sovereign People would

then have demanded and made their own laws, and men un.

//^^ the Pitts and Grenvilles, who ** misunderstood the

charafter, the temper, and the spirit " of the Public, might

have reigned in th,e hearts of every affiliated society. Fra-

ternal love would have disorganised all system. First prin-

ciples would have resumed their power, and the people liter-

ally have " identified themsel'ves avith the Go'vernment.'* We
are told in an enlightening publication of that period, styled

** A Summary of the Duties of Citizenship," &c. that there

is no hope that the Magistrates will become plain, simple

interpreters and executors of the law. ** Where," cries this

Orator of the Corresponding Society, **^ shall we find this

heroic being, this sublime mortal ? Not in this island I fear.

You demand an equal representation ; this, ifgrantedy would

make the democracy of legislation too numerous for corrup-

tion, and the people would have a house full of friends !'*

Shall it be said that these good and pious citizens have Ibst

their opportunity. No ; although the mischievous operation'

of Pitt and Grenville's Suspension of the Habeas CorpuS|

and their Restriftive Bills, which these oppressed and sos-

pef^ed Patriots acknowledge were the only barriers against,

and impediments to the success of their exertions in the cause of

Citizenship, might then offend them—the halcyon days which

they would not even permit themselves to anticipate, now

begin to dawn, and " one of the first afts" of our present

Ministers, ** was to restore the Habeas Corpus Aft, and to'

repeal the Bills against Sedition," crying out with a loud

voice-r-*' Miserable Englishmen, how long have ye gtoanetl

under the persecution of tyrants, who despised yoor'liberties'

?nd wantoned in the violation of the Rightsof'M^anl*'

Which
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ham-house, a dignified mien and imposing nmin-

ner will soon enable him to find his level, and to

give any direction to those feelings or passions most

consonant to his views of ambition or aggrandize*

ment, I am neither thinking of the Devil, or

going to him on horseback, whilst I select this

last idea from the Book of Books—indeed, 1 trust,

that no explanation is necessary,—Let him, to

further these good intentions, take up the prin-

ciple of a Noble Baronet, and annul all the re-

stridive Laws that have been passed during the

reign of our beloved King.—This might be con-

sidered as a strong measure—I think it would be

the reverse ; for, I agree with our Editor, that he

should carefully avoid every thing in the shape of

a strong measure ; Revolutions involve their pro-

moters in the first ruin ; Reformers rise into

Revolutionists, and reap the fruit of others la-

bour. All this must be attended to, however,

with one reserve, that whatever the People call

for, he must grant, however unreasonable, or

even unjustifiable ; for, before whom is he to

justify himself, but to his worthy arjd approved

Which being interpreted, may be found in plain English,

page So of the Ministerial Manifesto. Good intentions are

estimable! What a pity it is they should so often fail. I

may lend my friend a great. coat, and place an umbrella over

his head on a wet day, but it does not follow as a consequence,

that it will be necessary or expedient to continue the use of

them when the atmosphere is unclouded,

Q. good
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good masters, the Mobility ? By these means, if

the Country should be ruined, it will be ruined

by acclamation of its own Citizens j if they choose

to commit an a6l of suicide, it is no business of

the Minister's; " for the Nation governs itself."

—Private friendship should not be extended ber

yond the walls of the Treasury, and public ser-

vice must be pleaded in extenuation of any breach

of gratitude, or, indeed, any other flagrant act of

apparent turpitude. Let him carefully avert all

strictures upon men—measures only should be

made objects of discussion ; for, so long as the

Public leave the men alone, so long v;ill the men

care little about the measures ; and, whilst the

Nation is playing the game with heavy odds

against her, the villas may throng with congenial

souls, and mirth, and song and revelry, hold their

festive orgies, v/ith Secretaries of State, and Pie-

bald Treasurers for their High Priests. This

liberal system, however, would be ruinous if ex-

tended to an opposing party. Men must then

be made the peculiar objects of animadversion ;

and though the tottering fabric of the State

should require the only prop that could sustain it,

that prop, if it be a man who has once opposed

the Minister, or combated his measures, he is

'^^ to consider himself compelled by honour not

to admit into Council with him !"—The Coun-

try will, no doubt, be gratified by being told,

that such a Minister fails in with their own cha-

rader.
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fader. If he would court the favour of the

Public, he must profess to bear his honours as a

burthen packed upon him for their good, and

'even though he should have had the reversion of his

Predecessor s Office in his Porte Feuille long ago,

express his surprize at so unexpected an eleva-

tion* !-^As the monied interest has too Ions:

maintained a preponderance in this Commercial

Country, and as Bonaparte has yclep'd us a

nation of Shopkeepers, let him despise their re-

monstrances, and, like the man in the PJay,

D n the City ! Except indeed v/hen money

is necessary, as it sometimes of course will be

to grease the wheels of the State—then it will be

expedient tb squeeze and press these fat and

greasy Citizens, and if they hold back, it will be

but fair to pradlise any little Ruse de Guerre upon

them—It is for the good, if not to the credit of

the Country, and it may be easily contrived to

insinuate the ^^cos^zoX oi good news, even though

in his pocket at the time, the Minister may have

the account of the capture of one of our most import-

ant possessions.—Delay and procrastination should

* When I make this alliision, I feel inclined to hope that

some Official Contradiftion may be given to it. But I fear it

will be impoisible to blot out a Fad which, taking into consi-

deration the relative Circumstances and Connexions of the

Right Hon. -Gentleman, stands without a rival on record !-^

Hc'U Prisca FiJes !

0^2 be
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be darling dodrines*. If an Enemy do not

avail himself of our want of preparation, the

Minister

* Had the preparations on the Coasts of France and Hol-

land really been of so serious a nature as they were officially

reported to be, I fancy there will be very little doubt enter-

tained, that Bonaparte would have long ere this tried the

experiment of Invasion.—It was nearly four months before

Ministers took any measures worthy notice for the defence

of the -Country.—We have, in fad, been at War nearly

eight months ; and not a day passes at this period, that does

not bring forward some proof of the tardy conviftion of Go-

vernment upon most essential points—and of their being

absolutely driven to their duty from the dread and appre-

hension of Impeachment,— If, therefore, we are still in a state

of confusion, and find it even now necessarj'^to add to our

means of meeting the attack, it is clear that we are not in

the best possible attitude of defence ; and it is more than pre-

sumptive proof, that had the Enemy attempted Invasion a

few months back, his success, at least for a time, would have

been more than doubtful.—Ministers will say, but we knew

he was not prepared. Indeed ! your information must be

very conedi, when you can only calculate the force of the

Enemy at o'/e point, so late as last week, by sending a Gene-

ral Officer to reconnoitre in a man of war, to ascertain the

number of tents, and thereby judge the efFeftive force of the

Enemy. But, shall I give credit to such confident assurances,

when I find a conspiracy break out in the seat of our own

Government, without the Ministry having obtained the

smallest knowledge of its existence ? ** True," say they

again, " but Ireland is not gone!" That's -not your fault,

tetorts Common Sense, for you did your best towards it.

—

It certainly is not yet gone ; and, as for the massacre of a

venerable Peer, and some half dozen silly people, who were

officiously
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Minister may talk loudly of husbanding our re-

sources J and if he do, and any untoward con-

sequences

officiously at hand ivitlr^ut ammunitiju,. It cannot be weighed

in a cause of so great importance. Ireland was certainly-

saved ; riot, however, by the information of the Viceroy or

his Council—-not by Ministers at home—but—by Whiskey!

Do I not know, that Bonaparte with his immense re-

sources, added to a power unlimited, and an ever-waking

ambition, has never for a moment relaxed in his preparations

for attack.

Whether it be from the spirit or oppression of the People, is

a matter of no importance for us to inquire—the aiftivity and

real of the French, in forwarding and promoting the enterprize

destined for the invasion of this Country, were never exceeded.

—When 1 behold these things, and am aware that his plans

were in forwardness before oars were conceived or thought of;

and that, after something like preparations began to be whis-

pered, or, in the language of Ministers, when the People be-

gan to call out for measures of safety and precaution, which

the Sert'aHts of the People profess, they had neither talents

or vigour to bring forward of themselves—they were con-

dufled, evidently, as they were professedly, upon a principle

of cold and tardy economy. When I hear the Municipality

and Bench of Judicature in Scotland complain to their fellow-

citizens of the miscondufl of Government, and of the dan-

gerous and exposed state in which they are left open to the

assaults of the Enemy—when they report to them the

insulting- taunt they had received on their application to

the Admiralty—and when the Lords Lieutenants of dif.

ferent Counties state the gross insults that the Volunteers

who had stood forv.ard in the cause of their exposed Coun-

try, have experienced at the hands of Government—

I

blush to think how my Country is exposed, and that at

a moment
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sequences result, it is easy, and not unprecedent^^d,

to bandy about the biame from one department to

another ;

a moment when her peculiar situation renders her more con-

spicuous, and the proud height of towering charafter which

ihe so lately possessed, heightens the contrast, and sinks us

low in the estimation of surrounding nations. What are we

to think of our state of preparation, v/hen we read at this

late date, that arms are at length to he distributed in certain

Maritime Distrifts, and that redoubts are begmnvig to be

thrown up in such and such a place, as absolutely ?iecessary ta

guard an essential point, when I myself could name twenty

vulnerable points, and points most likely to be attacked^

but whose turn may not arrive these two years. When I'sec

plans adopted for a time, merely to be rejefted afterwards,

and hear, amidst all this, that such distraftion prevails in the

Cabinet, independently of the weakness which charafterizes

it, that different Members have threatened individually to

explain in a certain high quarter, the utter impossibility of

transafling the ordinary routine of business without the ac-

cession oi fresh talent ; when I conclude, from a contempla-

tion of this black and dreary catalogue, that our fall and sub-

jugation tnight have been effedled, had the Enemy dared the

attempt earlier, I cannot but condemn Ministers who still

brave public opinion, and endanger the Constitution, nay the

existence oi the Empire, free and independent, as criminal

nearly to the excess of treason. Men of ambitious or in-

triguing minds have at different periods of history sought the

subjugation of their fellow-citizens, or aspired to the usurpa-

tion of a throne ; but it was left for our time to trust our-

selves to those who, without motive beyond the enjoyment

of office, .acknowledge their incapacity, whilst they are bold

enough to take the helm in a tempest, and do not hesitate to

risk

\
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another J and if the leading heads are inexperi-

enced it is not their fault, and the People must

be satisfied with so sufficient an answer.—If they

will have new brooms, they must know that they

are intended to sweep clean.—^Reform and removal

are essential to popularity, and for the provision

of Friends—When he- wishes to gain time, he

must cancel to-day the business of yesterday ; and

although he may not be endued with the counsel

of Ulysses, he may at least take a lesson upori

the web of the chaste Penelope.—Indecision

should be another characteristic—for the People

will have no opportunity to speculate—or if they

attempt, it will be very easy to prove that they

started upon false data.—Though the Minister

should not confine the talents of a Courtier to the

precinds of St. James's, but extend them equally

to the antithetic haunts of broad St. Giles's, yet,

it is not necessary that he should altogether

fashion his condu<ft to his professions. If one

of his Colleagues in Office should happen to be

offensive to the Sovereign People, or injurious

to the general operations of the Government,

he should try gently to dispose of him—but

if he is a hard-hearted, refraftory sort of charac-

ter and "ucoiit go, why, it will be advisable to ex-

risk the greatest blessing yet bestowed on man, in scheme*

which they avow depend upon the caprices of Chance, and

in measures which are ever to be regarded as experiments.

tol
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tol him to the skies for wisdom, even though

'the fundamental principle of his conduft is hos-

tile to every measure of the Minister. Any sa-

crifice should be made to maintain a due appear-

ance of co-operation in the different Departments

of the State—Pie must he by turns conciliating

and imperious, dogmatical and pliant, tenacious

and temporizing ; but, above all, he must avoid

System*.—Time-serving, in the new Code "of

Politics, is a- Virtue j and it must be remem"

bered, that there are always two modes of per-

forming the same duty—and so that it is done,

it would be very impertinent in the Public to dis-

cuss the mode. He must feel no scruple in main-

taining tenets at one time, which he may more

fully oppore at another-j^. The burthens should

be so laid upon the Subjed, as to preclude the

possibility of their being comprehended, ^and in

the revision,' the Public Service may very naturally

be supposed to require their being doubled. He
must* understand to garble fads, and to assist Jus-

tice by opening one of her eyes—Should he pos-

* Vide Correspondence on the Paris Negotiation.

+ When I recolleft the tone and manners in which Mini,

sters affefted to look down upon the* ceded Colonies pending

the discussions on the Peace, I cannot but smile to see the

re-capture of a few (without a struggle or attempt at defence

in some) made the leading and most prominent Paragraph of

the Speech from the Throne, which Ministers themselves put

into the mouth of His Majesty.

sess
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?es5 the elucidation of any circumstance myste-

rious to the world, and injurious to an indivi-

dual— if that individual be an adversary, let him

not hesitate to suppress the information which he

has acquired *.

If he have the good fortune to be unconnedled

with the Aristocracy of the Country, let him

omit no opportunity of insulting and degrading

them.—The dawn of Reason appeared, just as

the Sun of Peace was rescued from its everlasting

grave j and the Rights of Man are rising, after a

new birth, to the zenith of their glory. These,

Sir, are the principal outlines I have been able to

glean from the Manifesto of a truly great and po-

pular Minister, and one who identifies himself

with the People. 1 have no comments to make upon

it. This terrible Shade is, to me, what the ardour

of the Volunteers was to you—with this sole differ-

ence, that I myself have raised the one—Vvhilst the

most sanguine of your friends and well-wishers

will not give you the same credit as to the other.

Jt is in the etled: I trace the resemblance; as by

some secret spell or charm, we are in the presence

* I have been informed, and that upon authority I do not

choose to dou'.;t, that my Lord Grenville did •v:rite to the

Chancellor, of the Exchequer, upon the publication of the

Preliminaries, expressly stating the very strong and invincible

objedions which he entertained against the Terms, and declar-

ing the impossibility of his conscientiously supporting such

a Treaty !

R of
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of (1 cannot call it k Genius) a. Monster, whose

form it is alarming to contemplate, and who

should be kept unarmed to prevent its being mis-

chievous.

I have the Honour to be. Sir,

Yours, &c.

FITZ-ALBION.

Note omitted at Page 84.

The " Cursory Remarks" were not only circulated by the

Treasury at home, but several copies were also transmitted by

couriers to our Foreign Ministers abroad. When Mr. Ad-

DINGTON was told that this Publication had given offence, he

observed, shaking his head, and putting on his most solemn

countenance, that he thought it contained many things highly

improper—he added. Good Man ! that he had no idea who the

Author was.—He might have been informed by inquiring at

the Treasury, that the Author had been in his pay ever since he

had held the office of First Minister, and that he had thought

the most acceptable service he could render his employers, in

return for his wages, was that of pouring forth daily abuse

upon Mr. Pitt, which he regularly did in the Morning News-

paper most devoted to Mr. Addington.

LETTER
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LETTER XII.

To the Right Hon. Henry Addington, &c. &c.

SIR, Kov. 12, 1S03.

FOR the last time, I resume the subject of

the Near Observer's Libel. In my last, 1 endea-

voured to form a complete Minister upon the

Treasury Model of the Day. I will now take the

liberty to contrast that with a plclure of other

times. It will evince a strange revolutionary pro-

pensity in human nature. That which our Fa-

thers adored and hailed as a Palladium, we, their

most wise sons, have scoured and contemned. In

this contrast you will perceive, that great men

have been apparent in the ads of their authority;

that they had something occasionally personal in

their sway, and led the Country, in spite of those

drawbacks, to the proudest height of National

Glory and National Prosperity.

" All that deserves to arrest the attention in

taking a general survey of the age in which he

lived, is comprised in the history of Chatham.
Unrcsembled, and himself, he was not born to

accommodate to the genius of the age : whilst

all around him werej depressed by the uniformity

R a of
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of fashion, or the contagion of venahtj^ he stood

aloof. He consulted no judgment but his own,

and he acfted from the untainted didatcs of a

comprehensive soul. The native royalty ot his

mind is eminently conspicuous. He felt himself

born to command, and the Free Sons of Britain

implicitly obeyed him. In him vi^as realized the

Fable of Orpheus. His genius, his spirit, his

eloquence, led millions in his train, subdued the

rugged savage, and disarmed the fangs of Malig-

nity and Envy. But th£ features v^hich most

eminently characterized him, were Spirit and In-

trepidity; they are conspicuous in every turn, in

every trait of his life ; nor did this Spirit and In-

trepidity leave him even in the last*,"

* It has been objefted, that such a comparison with one

of the greatest Statesmen the country ever boasted, is not

altogether fair. I should be the first to concede this, were

the Minister of the day seledled from the most prominent

and acknowledged ability of the country. If he stood fore-

most among the Competitors for public approbation, and re-

peived the universal suffrage for superior qualifications, the

failure of his schemes, or weakness of his measures, would

be a misfortune J but having employed our best means, it

were barbarous to add reproach to an evil as irremediable as

it would be galling. If, however, we possess talents at this

hour which will sink in no comparison with past times, and

still suffer under the pressure of an Administration, whose

only charafleristic is the exclusion of all the political ability

of the Empire ; if men unfitted for the station usurp th{;

seat
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Here, Sir, is a pair of Portraits—You iraiy

compare them 1 cannot

!

I could

seat of imperial wisdom, and place themselves on an eleva-

tion which has hitheito been considered sacred to the leading

skill and patriotism of the day, what degradation can be too

great, what humiliation so effctflur,!, as the glaring contrast

between what is, and what ought to, or might, be ?

I really am heartily tired of the aiFeftation of candour with

which the Well-Wiihers of Administration would inoculate

the Public— '' You should consider, they came in under dls.

advantages; they are inexperienced ; they will improve"

—

In the name of common sense, why am I to buy a Foal of

doubtful qualities, or worse, with hereditary defcft, when I

have a high. mettled thorough.bred Horse in my stable ? Up-

on what principle am I called upon to make allowance for

weakness and inexperience, when I have the opposed qualifi-

cations within my reach ? Why, in short, am I to trust

myself to Sea with a Land-Lubber, when I have my choice

of a Deal.rilot ?

In periods even of peace and sec^irity, I should imagine

very little hesitation could arise in the mir>ds of men, as to the

subjeft of Eleftion ; but when the times wear a complexion

which almost baffles experience, when the intelledl of men

most fitted to govern should be strained to its utmost; when

the resources of the first intelligence would risk exhaustion,

and when the highest ken of human capacity can scarcely

reach the probabilities of a morrow, how are we to console

ourselves for the absence of every requisite Intelleft, Resource,

or Intelligence, to meet the common occurrence of a Summer's

Day Administration ?

I labour not to colour the Pidure highly ; I will take the

opinions of their hireling Defenders—" Their best Friends,

(say they) are far from considering Ministers as possessed of

fverj superior abilities. Their intentions are good, and we

are
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I could add a third—of whom It was said by

your present faithful Achates (on that memorable

are to hope for every thing from their prudent line of con-

dud !" Prudent indeed—What excess of the most intempe-

rate ambition could have involved us so imprudenily in a war,

by the insolent demand of an Ultimatum in thirty-six hours?

** Ministers, it is true, are not men of shining talents, but

they are possessed of solid understanding, and of integrity."

Their understanding may merit the epithets coupled with it.

As for their integrity, when we recur to their conduft on the

subjeft of the Cape and of Malta, their share of gratulatioii

on that score will not be excessive.

** They are weak, and require support (says their Demi-

Official Journalist), and therefore it is that we have upheld

them, and still continue to do so." To v.-hat a situation must

a Country.be reduced, when the only plea for the support of the

Government is its incapacity and inability to perform the

funftions required of it !—What must be the feelings of the

once (insolently perhaps) proud Englishman, when he hears

the opinion of his degraded Country in the different Courts of

Europe

!

This then is our s^ate.

Undisputed, without one dissenting voice, the dangerous,

iinprecedented, and difficult dilemma of the Country is ad-

mitted. History hath not spoken, nor Tradition told of one

more pregnant with ripening horror* To meet it, or rather

to r,urse it into life, we have an Administration which its

best Friends acknowledge to be deficient in every requisite to

meet the difficulties it hns to encounter, whose supporters

excuie themselves for the part they take, upon a principle of

charitable mockery, and whose misconduct, errors, and im-

becility, the Country mourns in silence, as the signal of havoc

^rid desolation,

day
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day when he made 2ifilthy comparison between a cer-

tain part of a certain Grecian, and the present

Chancellor of the Excheqjjer), that '* if ever

there was a man formd and fitted by Nature to be-

nefit his Country, and to give it lustre, he is such a

man"—but it may alibrd you subject matter for

contemplation in the silent hour o^. the night, and

I will therefore wave a task I must ever feel grate-

ful to my heart—of huJing vvithout flattery, and

admiring without adulation, the First Characlerof

the age in which we live.

A few short Observations shall close for ever my
Correspondence with the Minister. I would first

call to your remembrance, Sir, that one of the

Portraits conveys to us a slight and unfinished

sketch of that Man, up to whom your first intro-

dudlion may be traced. This man was Father to

a Son who gave birth to your hopes and realized

the most ambitious of them. To this illustrious

Father and his Son England is indebted for Glo-

ries that will die but with the last breath of Fame.

To this illustrious Father and Son, you. Sir, are

indebted for Patronage.—Against the Principles

of botby and in professed opposition to their ex-

alted System, you have apostatized from them,

and have moreover added personal insult to this

unworthy derelidion—You have endeavoured to

sting the heart that fostered you, and now send

forth your Hirelings to blast the Charader under

whose benign influence you were early cherished,

supported,
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supported, and raised above your level. You^

Sir, are courting Allies (who do not hesitate

publicly to laugh at your credulity) from the

Bench which has displayed unvaried animosity

for eighteen years towards the Principles and Per*

son bi your ^rst Friend j and have bribed to your

Confidence, and united to your Cause, the man

who direEled a Pistol towards the head of. your early

Patron.

I have done, Sir, and I trust you will believe

me when I assure you, that there is nothing pri-

vately personal in the feelings which have didated

my Correspondence.— 1 tremble for my Country

and 1 feel that you might rescue it, in a manner

I need not repeat, from the perilous state to

which it has been reduced by a series of weak and

inefficient Measures.—This must plead my Apo-

logy, if I have, in any instance, trenched upon

the line which common usage and the habit of

Society draws betwixt Individuals :-^if my senti-

ments have been strongly expressed—they were

expressed in the Cause of my loved Native Land
— if my language bath been too plain, accept the

plain reason— I could not assort my words when a

Parent was in danger.

I have the Honour to be. Sir,

Your's, &c.

FITZ-ALBION.

THE end:

Printed by B. M'Millan,

Bow- Street, Covcut-Garden.










